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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK Ne 3507" 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

OUR DATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR REQUEST OF EXPIRATION DATE 

6,/st 5 6/28 /uD 9429/1 5 CUSTOMERS’ NOTICE 

(s. P. #) (TIME) WE HAVE PLACED A STOP PAYMENT ORDER AGAINST THE CHECK OF: STOP PAYMENT 

j3y7 y “« SEES Ommites EXPIRING 
NUMBER DATE AMOUNT 

= t fas An 
rs aivos ” 13 6/<e/4go 

TO THE ORDER OF ars oSSus “we REASON $o fa eel? 
Lost Ee In asking this courtesy the depositor agrees to hold the 

aa above named bank harmless for said amount and for all ex- 
ay “« Wa TOS penses and costs incurred by it on account of refusing payment 

. ; . . of said check, and further agrees not to hold the said bank liable 
SENT 4 Hoby Road on account of payment contrary to this request if made through 
To . oe rail inadvertance or accident. 

- “i50h, “i scongin If a duplicate check is issued or if the original check is re- 
turned, the depositor agrees to NOTIFY THE BANK PROMPT- 
LY. If this request is not previously revoked, the depositor 

[es 7 ny} + _| agrees that it will AUTOMATICALLY EXPIRE AT THE END 
PAYMENT SLOPPiD OF SIXTY DAYS UNLESS A NEW REQUEST IS MADE before 

a € that time for the Stop payment to continue in force. 
ioe i A charge of 50c is assessed in the analysis of the depositor’s 

D AT C: ee g- + a AS as account for ecah stop-payment order entered, or renewal thereof.



THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK N? 3507 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

OUR DATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR REQUEST OF EXPIRATION DATE 

/ 
6/28/h,0 6/28/40 8/29/h0 ADVICE 

fede ie le Gites Wik pave: PEACKE iA STGE PAVUGNTionCaR AGINeG TRlENAE IC OP! STOP PAYMENT 
92:7 Amy M, SHHXEKE Thwaites ENTERED 

NUMBER | DATE AMOUNT 

Z 13h, 6/22/40 
oe eee Sears Roebuck & Yo. = * 2.69 

Lost eons ie In asking this courtesy the depositor agrees to hold the 
ss | above named bank harmless for said amount and for all ex- 

Amy M,. Thwaites penses and costs incurred by it on account of refusing payment 
: of said check, and further agrees not to hold the said bank liable 

SENT My Roby Road on account of payment contrary to this request if made through 
To : eas urs * inadvertance or accident. 

. M,dison, Wisconsin If a duplicate check is issued or if the original check is re- 
turned, the depositor agrees to NOTIFY THE BANK PROMPT- 
LY. If this request is not previously revoked, the depositor 

ie | agrees that it will AUTOMATICALLY EXPIRE AT THE END 
OF SIXTY DAYS UNLESS A NEW REQUEST IS MADE before 
that time for the Stop payment to continue in force. 

A charge of 50c is assessed in the analysis of the depositor’s 
account for ecah stop-payment order entered, or renewal thereof,



*izzeee 41 Roby Road, 

Auge 5, 1940 

Pors Sorvico Departuont 
—siaawe 

GonbLauon: 

| fhe photographor I havo patrondzod has gone out of bu 
business end as I om net satisfied with work of others horo ye ; 

Z en trying te seb up my own equipment for printing and € 
ea§arging with tho ouphasis on quality. j 

= heve at hend both your special catalog of photo} 
graphic equipment and the new goneral catalogs 

Now whet I nood 4s a good onlargor in whieh the rango 
io sige of enlargnoms is from a little over size of 
nogative upe ee Sh tt Gc nee ce 
net caro to enlarge too for I do not wart to havo to 
use tho low-contrast fine-grained developors. 

: I cannes find in oither cutelog what the Lover 
linits of enlargenont are with each instrument. I do 

not oapect to enlarge moot negatives above posteard aizo 
or less comionly to 5 4% ’ 

Aay advice you can give will be grobly appreciated. 

Vory truly yours,



7EBURE = 4 ~Roby Road, 

3 duly 21, 1940 

Sears Roebuck and Gos, ; 
Chicago, Tllinois 

_ AStontion Troasurer's Office 

GontLonent : 

: In roply to yours of tho L%ph filo 174=EG 517643 

tho trouble over the ehoke arose from the fact that the 
person to whom Mrs. Thwaites gave hor order to mail Loft it 
on a bus, Wo waited over a vook and as no order camo through 
Goucluded that whoever picked up the lettor had opened 4% to 
g00 if 4% contained monoy, Fooling tiat tho chock suroly 
had reached hands for whieh it vas not intended prudence 
denanded that paynont be stepped. Accordingly I did that and 
we thon sont a duplicate order which was delivored promptly. ; 

Subsequently the orginal order was delivered. It was ae 
roturned a week ago With Lotter attached oxplaining tho whole 
matter. I trust tho socond cock wout through all right. 

: T% must be that tho original Lotter vas not found on the bus 
for some timo and was thon mailed by one of tho bus employoos 

as is their custon, 

We are vory sorry that this matter has caused co : 
aush troublo. 

Vory truly yours, 

| :



ae se ee ae: f i es ees 

aaqeneexx 41 Roby “ond, 

gue July 21, 1940 

Dr. Re Be Dryor, 

_ Dear Dr. Dryor: 

: 4% last I havo finished rush jobs and nobody at homo 
ea its ss 4 Geek ah eo oo ee A es 
en woekday afternoons or at any hour on Saturdays or Sundays. 

Tho two older boys are going to Sumer School mornings 
and I have boon working ab Selence Hall, Wo had no moro casos 

3 of measies for tho “shote" were evidently so strong that 
thos-whe had thom did not conodom a} all. 

Wo have boon prospectt{/) along Lako Wisconsin to somo 
extent hoping to find a placo whore we could go on holidays ‘ 

3 end any suggestions you may be able to offer as to a dosireablo 
locality would bo groutly approciated, 

‘ ve i a 

é vf é



xzxxxx 41 Roby Road \ , j 

July 15, 1940 — 

Sears, Reebuck and Company, ; 
Chicago, Illinois. Z : 

Gentlemen: ; 

When I learned that my order of dume 22 had 
; been lost in a Madison Railway Bus, I waited for 

several days and subsequently cancelled my original é 
cheek and sent a displicate order on June 28. The 
goods aztived promptly, but very shortly I received a : : 
motice from the bank that payment had been stopped. 

i In a day or eo & duplicate order arrived from you, but 
I still did not kmow whether it was siaply my order of 
Gune 28 refilled or my order of Jume 22. A day or 20 
ago the papers showing my order of Jume 22 had reached Ae 
you arrived. { em, therefore, ee second order 
te you under separate cover (attached) thirty five 
cents to cover twenty three cents due on my order of 

June 28 and twette cents postage on my order of June 22. 

I am sorry for the trouble I have caimd you 
: end hope that thie letter and accompanying papers will ; 

explain the whole matter. 

Yours very truly, z 

ae
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“s SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CQO. 

cHIrCA GEO 

Shop at Sears and Save 

.Amy M Thwaites July 17 1940 
41 Roby Road 174-EG 
Madison, Wis 517643 

Dear Madam 

Your check for $2.69 drawn on the First 
National Bank of Madison, Wisconsin has 
been returned marked "Payment Stopped." 

Will you please write and tell us why you 
have taken this action so that we may de- 
termine how to adjust the matter? If you 
received any bills or letters with your 
order, please return them with your reply, 
or, if you have a complaint, give us the 
details making use of the enclosed envelope. 

Yours truly 

SEARS, ROEXUCK AND CO. 

Ene Env Treasurer's Office



SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 

cree 8 

Amy M Thwaites July 24 1940 
41 Roby Road 517643 
Madison, Wis 174/LM 

Dear Madam 

You will find enclosed your check of $2.69 - 
that was returned to us marked, "Payment 
Stopped" as our records are now closed 
regarding the tranzaction. 

Very truly yours 

SEARS, ROZBUCK AYD CO. 

Ene. Ck. Treasurer's Office
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Spo Sees re Aen ee : 

ROBERT W. SAYLES, _ SS ETS ee 
263 HAMMOND STREET, : Sn ee 

e : CHESTNUT HILL, MASS. SS ae 

ee 

Nov. 12th 1940 

Professor F, T, Thwaites, = = 
University of Wisconsin, = ee 

Madison, Wis. Se 
: Pee 

Dear Professor Thwaites:- ee 
2 

I understand that there 1s a new edition of — 

your Outline of Glacial Geology, since the 1934 edition. I would 11ke : 

to secure a copy. Have forgotten the price but enclose a check for 

$2.00. Have used the 1934 edition a great deal. I have quoted you e 

classification of Wisconsin sub-stages in my paper, and Alden says 11 

is not the latest word you have, so I must have your latest ideas ¢ is 

correct the proof. a z 

I now have some interesting data on four glacial tills on the cape 

2 and three interstadials with much poblen ettidence, as determined by X 

Hope we can hitch these up with midwest events before we get through. 

It would seem impossible at present. = = 

Very truly red. ole 

: Vliet 4 ha 

= : = a 2 ee ee tacoma eae E



amncaanes 41 Roby Road, : 

Novs 14, 1940 f 

3 bi. Rovere -. Sayles, 
368 Mamiond Ste, é 

; asda MALL, Mascachusetés : 

: Dear Dr. Saylco: : 

Ta eecoruence with your Lecter of she 18th I on mailing © 
: you a copy of the 2989 edition of the “Outline of Glagial 

Geclogy". iho sutdul price 4a 4504 postpaid, 

You WELL aote sone Cienjes in ueconehuturo of tae 
substages of tho dioconedn ia this Lact edition in that I 
usoo Acy cad Loighteoa’s anasg, fa the ro ort on northe ; 
sastera “Accongin whiea in now in lest stages b afore 
soudiag Jo, I havo uaio another shunges f 4 au the 
sugvestion of aatevo, applied tke nano Faljors to che rod till , 
of novtucustora Wiseonsine Tais 49 because the conacetion 

: end eorrolation with the KAzesia gray drift callod Mankato 
do through wasebtled comiry waero trasiag do difficult, j 
Gortaia phonomena with ragard $2 time Lepsos do not chock, aa 
I wado an avtengt in jucl034 odiddon $0 ctesighton thie 7 
ous bu} isbor abandoned 45 and do not intend a0 make any ’ 

.  statemont a9 to age rolet.ans of to Ynlders aad imketo 
araftes e 

: ¥ I 00 much intorocted fa your poouhte ia tao cast, ; 

7 Z



ROBERT W. SAYLES, 

“CHESTNUT HILL, MASS. 

Nove 19th 1940 

Professor F. T. Thwaites, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Thwaites:- 

I received the Outline of Glacial Geology today and thank you therefor. 

I enclose a check for $3.00 and ask for another, but please send it to Arthur 

S. Knox, 65 Bromfield Rd., Somerville, Masse He is working with me and I wish for him 

to have one. 

I note that you do not touch on the glacial geology of the Rockies or Sierra Nevada 

to any extent. I do not see the name of F.E.Matthes at all. I may be all mistaken and 

perhaps you have mentioned his Yosemite work and other work in the Sierra Nevadas. 

Anyway he is one of the outstanding glacialésts in the country. I had the privilege of 

having him with me for 3 days last summer and his knowledge of glacial geology is great 

and especially of post-@lacial time and events. I refer you to his article in the X¥I 

Intern. Geol. Congress Guidebook, 16, p. 26-40. Washington p. 36=38, 19353. And also 

to Trans. 1940, Amer. Geophysical Union, Committee on Glaciers, 1939=40, F. E. “atthes 

Chairman. There is some wonderful data in this just published. I dont believe you attempt 

to take in post-Glacial glaciations but Matthes has proved that most of the small : 

glaciers in the Rockies date from the post=Glacial Optimm. Hg says we are living in 

a new glacial sub-stage dating from about 15000A-D. I just mention this as he has sent 

me @ copy. 

With best regards, 

Very truly A



ne . ; ey Se one, ae ee 

E eaneeate 41 Roby aoud, s 

4 é Nove 2%, 1940 

be. Robort UW, Saylos, : z 
‘263 Nommoad Steg 

E Choctaut HS1j}, Baccachusotts : : 

‘ Doar Bz. Sayloss i : 

Thana you for youre of the 10th cith onelased chock and : 
oxsder fox anotior Gublancs I wih nodl camo fa tho uorning 
to tho address giver ; 

_ Wath rogerd to Matehos work yor whll fad a roforcaco ‘ 
to his Yosemite roport on top of pogo 6, aloo credit for 
dllustretsons in legead for Plato i = I have alwoyo had tho 

: highest rogaré for hic work aad foi} 4% furnished tho koy to 
! problems of giacial ovusiane £ wa core, the poforuuces are 59 = 

mixed up bet tho typing wee dene in 1921 and dn ovory uw odition 
i Gince 1934 I had to crowad then in voce opases to avoid 

: en tho now odition fvkes XY can got Go 46) wall 
avoid troable by placing Gaon all os the ond, thon nov . 

- PeSorences Gua be aluod without prohibitive oxponses, Tuo sane 
trouble comes Viti ducluding vory mach aboat sho woosera 
mountaias, ‘ joctglacial changes, Burepe, otes; %.ab io 26 vould 

: Asercas® wiv oo08, You o.6% Poaiiso tuct tals book vao iateaded : 
: ior tho ngods. of ogudeats gadng ows ca rond aajerdak vork or Sea : 

of the obo wineral hand classivlension curvey da uorbhorn ‘ a 
S4ecoasin, hoy voro not duverooto. at wl) in sese phapos of 
tho gubject, “hanks .or tae soforeaces which will bo road : 

- da moro detai. wnoa XI got to the now ediGions 5 

Sdneoroby, : :



xxxxx 41Roby Road 

December 3, 1940 ; 

Sears, Roebuck ond Gompany, ; : 
Chicago, Lilinois. 

Gentlemens ‘ ; 

I em returning the three suits of undere 
(i-e.short legs) 

wear for the reacon that I wanted them knee-length 7 

and with short sleeves. I also thought I was ordering 

a heavier quality. Will you please send 16F7094 in- : 

steas of 7095. : 

3 Yours very truly, 

; Mrs. F. T. Thwaites 

‘ é



November 25, 1940 

Professors Tyler 
Winchell 
Newell 
Twenhofel 
Thwaites 

At an informal meeting of the group last Friday the following 
decisions were reached relative to Sigma Xi nominations: 

To be nominated -- Broughton 
McKinstry 
Steierman 

Nominations postponed -- Renfro 
Perko 
Burma 
Fischer 

R. C. Emmons



DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

Oklahoma A. and M. College 

é Stillwater, Okla. January 10, 194% 19 

I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your publication 

Field Photography for Geologists. 2 

and assure you of my appreciation of your courtesy. 

—~ Cordially, 
oo i 
2 aad Re



en See ee Pe EE eae eae a antes mae Je earahee es Se ti 

Fob. Ll, 1941 clue 

Dr. H. T, U, Scith, ‘ 
: Dept. of Goolegys University of Kenouo, 

Loewronce, Kanoas : 

Dear Dr, Suith: . 
i : 

; Thank you for your report on southwestern . 
: Kansas wiiech arrived this morning. It vase vory tincly as 

we take up the Groat Plains in physiography within a for | 
day. Also thio wes the location of the fires field work : 
Lover did as reduan on Slishtor's party. 

\. Z nose thio vas uritten beforc Melion®s payor on © 
: sand dunes carly last year but I as auch iatorcsted in 

: your spproach which is so different from his. Int his consectio 
ction I wextod te say that I have a sgudent whe Za * 
compidoring starting « doctors thesis on sual dunes betes 

: I heve been locking over tie sir photes und today got : 
funds te buy sone. If you cone up here next suaner 
maybe you could give us som peinters. I do not fuagine 

; . much will have boon done by téne : 

Although I heve alrendy roo@ much of your report 
i,an not yet in « position te urgue ang of tho points, 
4% occurs to mog bowover,y af an arguncnt ogeiaot purcly 
Glinatic cause of the Phaocone addoerlior continental 

: Gopeadts ic tox’ tuey aro by no onto universal ali around 
-- ¢he mounteins. 4sother point that struck me is Rieh*s idea 

that the surfaces on the Rockies aro pedinenja vith tho : 
youngest af tho ope



apes 205 194% 2 
—* Bros Me Te Be Stiltth, 

Dopt. of fcolsey, University of Kaneas, Z 
Lewronso, Kenusas : 

: : Dear Prog. Smith: 2 

’ Thank you for the reprints ef your threo papers 
vbish cane todoye. 

; In cies discussion of your paper on southwostorn : 
Kansas the point was raised the$ the thickest? post of an 

: alluvial fen ds ne} nocessurily right ab tac fo0b of the 
mounteino 4f tho coug$ry va vaieh 26 veo dopodived vas 
uct a porfoct plein. i fe0k duclined to ogree uich shi. 

— haye been going svor sone arial photes of 
: dunes in silo sjete. Tho grower suki ef tuus aro too 

complet to draz mich ia the way of definite conclusions. 
IT taiakshat thors aust have many nun Gases of rouuricing 3 
of Gums sexis by reason of fires aud dry soasous before 
tae prouinon$ tejuvincbions due so wo work of upde I buve 

: found sono dimon, hovever, with a pronounced = which is : 
convex %o tao soubhwest. Z sugges thas saey wets 3 
vershanes Qué aro blowouts ferued when the ico lay in 
the awirthe GoubtLeso all our dunce bogun to be fiaod by 4 
vogetation soon after the ice rotroatod(oxceps along tho : 

_ shores of 30 Groat Lakes aad possibly along saa0 rivora,) 
3% lecks es if we heave a good subjost for study hore. fee 
ay early onaciantion of foresos bods vas mioloading. 

: Sincerely,



THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

Lz LAWRENCE 

Feb. 14, 1941 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: 

I was interested to receivevyour comments on my report 
on southwestern Kansas, and pleased to know that someone is 

really reading it! When and if you have had more time to think 
about it, any further criticisms, either constructive or 
destructive, would be welcomed. In many respects, the report 
is to be considered as preliminary, and already Infind that 
there are some things which I would say somewhat differently. 
At some future time, after having done field work in a much 
wider area, I hope to write up a more definitive discussion on 

many of the topics touched on. 

The Wisconsin dunes should make an interesting 
doctorate problem (or problems). Although plans are as yet 

uncertain, I hope to be in the state during the coming summer, 
and would be more than pleased to contribute anything that 
I can to the project. 

Melton's treatment of dunes is really complementary to 
my own, or rather to one part of it. His illustrations of 
dune morphology are excellent, but his assumptions as to genesis 
seem to me to be extremely weak, and his classification un- 

acceptable. It is to be regretted that his paper makes so 
little reference to the literature onjthe subject, for many of 
the ideas which he seems to think are original have been in 
print for some time. However, my review in the Journal of 
Geomorphology for December touches on some of these points. 

Cordially yours,



: June 3, 1942 

Or. H. T. Us. Smith, : 
Dept. of Geology, 
University of Kansas, : 
Lasvouce, Kansas ea 

Dear Prof. Saith: : 

I fel just about as you co vith regard to 
beth Lobes: and Worcester. am chooving the f omer 
for a course next fall mainly bocause the author 
useé tobo here. Inf act I teok hie plece when he left. 
= om alse giving several ettra rovilings for cach week 
to try to make up the shortconiugs. 

So fer ac Z mov there is aobody from here - ‘ 
who is working in the Driftless Area and you are 

: cerbuinly welcome to go ahead elong a line wo have 
never even $hougat about. There is nothiag doing as 
yet on sand dunos execopi thah I bought sono photos. : 
Ou these I now think i have some barchenscs made by 
southerly winds. This checks with otscrvations on 

: bedding made yoars age. ost dune drees inland 3 
fren the Wiggin bindhde ate hick Watchers Ges 40 
a long series of blowouts. I expect to be in 
Madisonnost all sumer and be in my office mornings 5 
oe ee ee ee = Se 
trips you desire. note I not staked any 
clains in tho state oxcept the Ploistocene of north- 
eastern? Sincerely, Pin 

‘ a



THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

LAWRENCE 

June 1, 1941 

Professor F. T. Thwaites, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

- : Dear Professor Thwaites: 

The Geneva Lake Institute of Natural Science has given me a 
3-credit course in Physiography to teach this summer, and suggested 
that I consult with you about textbook and other details. Personally, 
I have little choice between Lobeck and Worcester, for both have 

faults aplenty. Field trips will play a large part of course, and I 
will try to give some work on topographic maps and on aerial photographs. 

In between teaching, I am planning to make some studies of : 
periglacial features in the Driftless Area, supported by a small G. S. Ae : 
grant. The Blue Mounds area looks promising for a starter, and I 

should welcome any suggestions which you might have for other points 
of attack. If there are any particular areas or problems on which 
you wish to hold priority, please let me know. 

How are plans coming for the thesis project on sand dunes? 

I am very much interested in this, and will be more than glad to 
give any help possible. Recently I have gained some added field 
lmowledge on dune bedding, and found that some of my previous ideas 
were too narrow. Glad to have found it out before publication. 

Will look foreward to some interesting discussions and field 
excursions with you during the summer. 

With best regards, : 

[LIU dan



Monon te idan dehronior April 16, 1942 

The Departments of Geography and Geology heve approved that following pro- 
posals by the Joint Committee on the Library ond request that sttention be given 
to the following matters: 

Tt i@ estimated that three-fourths of verious serial publications are ; 
incomoletej. We wish an inventory to be begm on ell wach serials in order to 

learn specifieslly our deficiencies. The term serial 1s to be interpreted in 
the strict sense for all kinds of periodicals end publications that total nore 
than one vole. “ 

Mr, Been is willing to place duplicates of some of his publientions in 
our library and it will be necessery for you to tale up this ma'ter with him, 
A vried survey indicates there ara many duplicates of various publiestions in 
deond storage in Science Hall, Will you get in touch with Mr, Bean end Mr, 
frewarthe, Me, Tureites ond Mr, Trenhofel in regerd to, these books? An inventory 
should be meade of this material and you een ea tec exohenges 
with other institutions end beok dealers in order to in some of our own 
deficiencies, This meterial must not be turamd over to the main library. 
Netieliy you should be on the mailing list of all of the great denlers in 
used books. : 

We @esire that you regulerly solicit authors for reprints for our 
permanent reprint file, such authors to be desimated by the staff membors, 
This techaiquepis employed by meny institutions and if vigorously prosecuted 
will odd « tremenious emount of literautre to our reprint series at a very amall 
cost. 

We desire thet you start en extensive correspondence and other investie 
getion to discover why some of our periodicsls heve been discontinued, Many 
of the reports of foreign and domestic geological orgenizations e=n be received 
eratig. i 

Ye request = formal oceasionsal report on the s of backorders of 
hooks, In vo etee will vo be eetiaftod vith « firetrofueel fron the Library. 

‘ If we gen learn of those books that are not yet recoi: from some reason or 
other steff mambera can take up the issue immediately with the Director of 
Libraries. { 

dugeost that foreign language periodicals not be placed in desk when 
first received, — 

Richard Rartshorne 
Fr, tT. Theaites 

HN. BD, Howell 
For the Departments of Geography and Geology 

Avril 14, 1941
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cs fug. 17, 1941 

Fess Dr. “H, ®, U. Saith, 3 
Rent. of Ssolozy, - | 
University ef Kenese, ‘ 
Saurence, Eanses : : Z 

Tear De. Smiths : 

T an eneleaing enlargements of four af the 
photoes I took while ont with you s week aco, ‘The fifth - : 
af ~_ rosk stream en the sast side of Bacters Hollow 
was se T 1d =ot print &t. ‘ 

I enfoved the trip rory emsh and 444 not 
safer any 112 effects from the vottine? 

@his coning week I expect to go out with 
: Hole to see some of the drifts of central Wisconsin. 

Thea we zo corth for two wooks on accodt of Toma's 
hey fever and I hops to got fn sams Plotstacene work 
there. we will be back tn my old stamoine gromd of 
1910 when I worked on the Inks Sunsrior sandstone. 

; Sinesroly, 

S ; : 

3 : | -
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HARRY SAUTHOFF 2o District 
2p DisTRICcT WISCONSIN COLUMBIA COUNTY 

ae eee popes cory 
eae Seca Congress of the United States bos cern 
anew. House of Representatives 

Mrs, MARY A. LUTHER 2 

Washington, B.C. 

= October 10, 1941 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I have your letter of October 7, and I am 
immediately trying to secure from the Department 
of Agriculture the publication entitled "The 
slotted templet method of controlling maps made 
from aerial photographs! 

It will be a pleasure to forward this to you 
promptly if I am able to secure a copy. 

at 

ie yj



: Seara, Rosbuck end Company, 

Chiesge, Tlinsis. Sbiembiog Vera 187 | 
: As I have aever received an invoices, it 

: has been difficult for ue to check my order of a 
ee recent date. Co far se I can recall, I have ree 4 

seived all but the Sou'wester Hate. Yok advise : 
. ‘that I include thes with ay next order. Are you 

keeping a credit in ay name for than? 

: i em returning attached size 12 of the 
: sheep~lined bédroom slippers. Please semd me 
es Slee The sizes in 19%919 seaned : 

‘ run very « 

t em omewering on a separate sheet of : 
paper as I find it difficult to wee the rear 
side of your letter. 

: Yours very truly, : ; 

amy Me. Thredtes-



HARRY SAUTHOFF 2b District 

2p District WISCONSIN COLUMBIA COUNTY 

DANE COUNTY 

HoME ADDRESS: , Bones OUNTe 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Congress of the Anited States os 
‘SECRETARIES: , 

=o eee House of Representatives 
IRS. o ‘HER: 

ee Washington, B. €. 

November 25, 1941 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

In response to your request of November 
21, I am endeavoring to get a copy of the War 
Department Technical Manual 5-230 on topographic 
drafting. If a copy is available at this time 
I shall forward it to you as soon as it can be 
secured. 

It is a pleasure to extend this coopera- 
tion. 

Since Z, ap



HARRY SAUTHOFF 2p District 
2p DisTRICT WISCONSIN COLUMBIA COUNTY 

a DANE COUNTY 

HoME ADDRESS: r DODGE: COUNEY: 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Congress of the Anited States a aa 
si ‘ARIES: * 

a House of Representatives 
6 LUTHER 

= Washington, B.C. 

December 1, 1941 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Referring to my letter of November 25, 
I am enclosing a copy of a communication which 
I have received from the Adjutant General in 
response to my efforts to get you a copy of 
Technical Manual No.5-230, Topographic Draft- 
ing. 

As you will note, copies of the manual are 
not available through the War Department. The 
Superintendent of Documents of the Government 
Printing Office has copies for sale at $1.00 
each. 

If you desire other Federal publications, 
I will be pleased to do what I can to get free 
copies for you from the appropriate department. 

TN 

— 1



[ ESA 
, (COPY) 

r WAR DEPARTMENT 

THE ADJUTANT GENERAL’S OFFICE 

WASHINGTON 

AG 082.13 Sauthoff, Harry 

(11-25-41) PD 

November 27, 1941. 

Honorable Harry Ssauthoff, f 

House of Representatives. 

My dear Mr. Sauthoff; 

Reference is made to your letter of November 25th relative 

to a request for Technical Manuel Wo. 5-220, Topographic Drafting. 

The Wer Department mainteins a limited stock of its publi- ; 

cations, based on the needs of the Military Esteblishment, and no 

surplus is aveilable for distribution to the public in general. 

However, the desired publication ean be purchased from the Super- 

intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office. 

Very respectfully, 

€.& fies 

Major General, 
The Adjutant General. 

er fis 
MO ae



Directory of Beta Chapter of Sigma Delta Epsilon, 1940-1941 | 

Name Business Address Department Home Address 

Archie, Vivian Biology Bldg. Zoology 325 N. Lake St. 
G.5136 

Bilstad, Nellie Biology Bldg. Zoology 1620 Monroe St. 
B.5191 

Bowler, Eleanor Service Memorial Medicine Box £068 - Univ.Sta- 
: Institute B.4021 -tion | 

Chidester,Mary ------ Forest 4157 Hiawatha Drive 
Pathology F.9919 : 

Claus, Pearl Biology Bldg. Zoclogy 1620 Monroe St. 
B, S19 

Christisen,Frances Sterling Hall Physics 16£1 Jefferson St. 
Beir 

Cooper, Mrs.D.C. ------ Botany University Park 
F.6507M | 

Everson, Gladys Home Economics Home 425 Hawthorne Court 
Economics Fesorrn 

Field, Beulah Sterling Hall Physics 1104 W. Johnson St. 
Bs L251 

Fisk, Emma Biology Bldg. Botany 419 Stérling Place 
B.1786 

Gardner,Josephine Home Eccnomics Home 1104 W. Johnson St. 
Economics B.1251 

Gerry, Eloise Forest: Products Forest 1105 Dartmouth 
Lab. Products Lab.Shoreword Hills 

: G.512 

Glassow, Ruth Lathrop Hall Physical 2530 Kendall Ave. 
Education Ponta



ze 

Grimm, Elizabeth Chadbourne Hall Medicine Chadbourne Hall 
Us 65 

Haan, Irene Home Economics Hone 1591 Linden Drive 
Economics U..20e 

Hare,Mrs. Mary Biology Bldg. Botany 220: NeaOrchard St. 
He 166 

Hellebrandt,Frances Service Memorial Physiology 1715 Jefferson St. 
Institute F. 9502 

Heller, Mrs.Emily Service Memorial Medicine 608 Breese Terrace 
Institute Gs ESS 

Holt, Harriet University Exten-Mathematics 14 N. Prospect 
‘sion Bldg. B. 3491 

Husseman, Dorothy Home Economics Home 425 Hawthorne Court 
Economics Fe eee 

Johann, Helen Mcore Hall Plant 1320 Spring St. 
Pathology F. 7047 

Johnson,Mrs. Carl Genetics Bldg. Agr.Bacter. 1822 Van Hise 
: Be 123s 

Jones, Mrs.F.R. aoaeee Plant 1713 Chadbourne 
Pathology ie ee 

Landes ,Margaret Biology Bldg. Botany 1104 W. Johnson St. 
Be age 

McCarter, Janet Agr. Hall Agr.Bacter. 65 Lathrop St. 
Bex (oto 

McCoy, Elizabeth Agr. Hall Agr.Bacter. 412 W. Gilman St. 
B. 3231 

Manning,Mrs.Winston ------- Botany 1553 Adams 
F. 8356



3 

Marlatt, Abby ------ Home 612 Howard Place 
Economics 5. 5552 

Martin, Ella = Botany 1805 Univ. Ave. 
B. 5257 

Milbauer, Inez Sterling Hall Physics 1104 W. Johnson St. 
Beeskebi- 

Mortimer, Iva Home Seonomics Home 1805 Univ. Ave. 
é Economics Ee Goed 

Noland, Mrs.L.E. mono Zoology 1723 Summit Ave. 
F. 950 

Olson, Helen ee Geography 1011 E. Gorham St. 
B. 3852 

Parsons, Helen Home Economics Home 1$0-1/2 Lathrop St. 
Eeonomics F. 7084 

Payne, Mary Ann Biology Bldg. Zoclogy Chadbourne Hall 
U. 480 

Personius,Catherine Home Economics Home 107 N. Randall Ave. 
Economics Bs OOLe 

Petermann, Mary Chemistry Bldg. Chemistry 911 ,Clymer Place 
Ge eo 

Platz, Blanche Biochemistry Biochemistry 444 Hawthorne Court 

Bldg. F. Lees 

Reynolds, May — Home Economics Hone 1320 Spring St. 
Economics F. 4181 

Richards, Audrey ' Forest Preducts Forest 1815 Regent St. 
Lab. Products B. 4676 

Riker, Mrs.A.J. poe Plant 211 N. Spooner St. 
Pathology F. 4074



4 

Rollefson, Erna wean Zoology 1910 Monroe St. 
B,. “7580 

Rumboldt, Caroline Forest Products Pathology 417 Sterling Place 
Lab. F. 4266 

Schubring, Selma ------ Geography 410 N. Pinckney St. 
B. 3816 

Stewart, Charlotte wane Mathematics 111 W. Gilman St. 

Struckmeyer,Burdean Agronomy Bldg. Botany 2217 Oakridge Ave. 

H, 2627 

Thwaites,Mrs. Fred. -o---- Geology 41 Roby Road 
Ce 17 

fyner, Mrs. H. won - Medicine Pl? No Otenaerd St. 
G. 5034 

Van Derzee,Margaret Biology Bldg. Zoology . -$30-N. Carroll st. 

G. 5696 

Van Donk, Evelyn Biochemistry Bio- SN, Orehard St. 
Bldg. chemistry Be LOG 

Wipf, Louise Genetics Bldg. Genetics gel Clifford Court 
: F. 2466 

Walliker,Catherine Home Economics Home 1104 W. Johnson St. 
Economics By L251



: Nove 21, 1941 

Hon. Harry Sauthoff, p 
House Office Bldg.e, 

Washington, D. 6. 

; Dear Mr. Sauthoff: ! 

Gould you please secure for me a copy of War Depart- 
neat Technicel Milanual T H 5-230 on topographic drafting? 

: Thank you for getting me the copy of the manual fron 
the Soil Conservation Service. aoe 

Sincerely,



| December 28, 1941 

Seare, Roebuck and Company, : | 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Gentlemen: ’ 

Among the Christmas gifts which I 
orderedfrom you was 2 raincoat = 40K3353 -_ 
eee As at was for a boy one year 
younger mime, I felt sure that the size | 
was correct and failed to keep the order blank. : | 

If it is possible for you to exchange it for 
one size 12, I shall certeinly appreciate the 
favor. [ am inclosing return postage in the 
amount of twelve cents. 

Yours very truly, 

OO 2 oe |. oaaa 

io a ee | le | 

2 q a -(. : 
"ey J |



j 

February 17, 1942 

Superintendent of Documents 
Washington, 0,6, 

Dear Sirt 

I am enclowing twenty Gollers ($20) 

for twenty copes of the United Sistes 

Wer Donartment Seahnicsl Namal T. M, 

e230 which mr class will uee in mapping, 

I trust that I shall receive thea 

“3 soon as possible, Thank you, 

Sinceraly 

¥, T, Trattes 
Ass't, Professor of Geology 
Sofence Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wiseonsin 

Enclosure 
£P611 

> a



as 

Jen. 19, 1942 oe 
Supt. of Documents, me 

_ Washington, BD. Gy 

Deer Sirs 

: Enclosed please find money order for $1.00 ¢ 

; for which ploase send me 

Ue e War Dept. Technical Manual TH 5-230 

which is for usc in course in Military Goology at =e 

University of Wisconsin, 

Vory truly yours, ; 

°



_. DIRECTORY OF BETA CHAPTER OF SIGMA DELTA EPSILON, 1941-1942 

Name Business Address Department . Home Address 

Almon, Lois Service Memorial State Hyg. 1834 Howley sve. 
: ae: : Ractea sh Or Leb. Be Gi 

Baker, Anne Biology Bldg. Zoology 6 S. Orchard St. 

Bilstad, Nellie Biology Bidg. Zoology 1620 Monroe St. 

: eee oa B-5191 

Bernstein, Myrtle Genetics Bldg. Vet. Sci.& 1501 Univ. Ave. 
: : ; _f#gr. Bact. B-745%3 : 

Bond, Lora Biology Bldg. Botany 916 Conklin Pl. 
3 ae og : F-5700 

Chidester, Mary ---- Forest 4157 Hiawatha Dr. 
aoe : Pathology Hoa gL ot, 

Claus,’ Pearl E. Biology Bldg. Zoology 1620 Monroe St. 
; eee ee B-5191 

Christisen, Frances Sterling Hall Physics 1621 Jefferson St. 

: : B-2175, 

Cooper,’ Mrs. D. C. ---- Botany 621 Eugenia Ave. 

: : a : University Perk 
: g ; ; F-6507M 

Denniston, Mrs.k.H. Lathrop Hall Phy. Ed. 505 Lathrop St. 
. ; F-38712 ; 

Everson, Gladys Biochemistry Home Ec. 425 Hawthorne Ct. 
F-9677R 

Fisk, Emma Biology Bldg. Boteny 419 Sterling Pl. 
B-1786 

Gates, Frances Engineering Bldg. Education 718 S. Orchard St. 
F-8815 

Gardner, Josephine Biochemistry Bidg. Home Econ. 1104 W. Johnson 
B-1251 

Gant, Ola Agr. Hell Bacteriol. 112 N. Orchard 
B-5705 

Gerry Eloise Forest Products Forest 1105 Dartmouth 
Leb. Prod.Lab. Shorewood Hills 

G-51e@ ; 

Glassow, Ruth Lathrop Hall Phy. Eds 2550 Kendell Ave. 
F-279



Sigma Delta Epsilon - 2. 

Grim, Elizabeth Chadbourne Hall Medicine Chadbourne Hall 
U-763 : 

Haan, Irene Home Economics Home Econ. 1501 Linden Dr. 
U-252 

Hare, Mrs. Mary L. Biology Bldg. Botany 35 Lathrop St. 

Hellebrandt, Frances Serv. Mem. Inst. Physiol. 1715 Jefferson 
: F-93028 

Heller, Mrs. Emily Serv. Mem. Inst. Medicine 308 Breese Terr. 
. : G-1873 

Hellegers, Alice Chemistry Bldg. ‘Chemistry 929 University 
B-2922 

Holt; Harriet ~ Unive Exten. ‘Math. 14 N. Prospect 
Ba Bldg. B-3491 

Husseman, Dorothy Home Economics Home Econ. 425 Hawthorne Ct. 
ae Se ; F-2296 

Johann, Helen Moore Hall Plant Péth. 1320 Spring St. 
eek F-7047 

Johnson, Mrs. Carl Agric. Hall — Hers Bact. eee Van Hise 
(Mildred Gumm) B-1238 

Jones, Mees Fo Re ---- "ci Phang Path. 71o) Chad boume 
4 fas 1761. 

Kimble, Mrs. Marian Wis. Gen. Hosp.. Medicine 2246 Keyes Ave. 
: : B-395 

Landes, Margaret “°° Biology Bldg... Botany 1104 W. Johnson 
Sa B-1251 . 

McCarter, Janet. agric. Hall ,.  fgr. Bact. 55 Lathrop St. 
: ; ‘B-7519 

McCoy, Elizabeth Agric. Hall... agr. Bact. 412 W. Gilman 
= a Seren 

Marlatt, Abby oe Home Econ. 612 Howard Pl. 
: B-5332 

‘Meyer, Ineva Mrs. Lathrop-Hall. Botany 504 Walnut St. 
: a eee : ; . G-4667 

> ‘Mortimer, Mrs. Iva Home Economics Home Econ. 1805 University 
: : : F-35329 

Nielsen, Mrs. BE. A. Transfer from Boteny Rendall Apts. 
Alpha Hoyt & Breeze Tr.



Sigma Delta Epsilon - 3. 

Noland, Mrs. L. &. ---- Zoology 1725 Summit Ave. 
_F-950 

Olson, Helen ---- Geography 1011 E. Gorham 
B-3852 

Persons, Helen Home Hconomics Home Econ. 1803 Lethrop St. 
F-7084 

Payne, Mery 4nn Chadbourne Hall Zoology Chedbourne Hall 
U-480 

' Personius, Catherine Home Economics Home Keon. 107 N. Kendall 
B-3917 

Petermann, Mary Chemistry Bldg. Chemistry 911 Clymer Place 
G-1191 

Platz, Mrs, Blanche Biochem. Bldg. Biochem. 444 Hawthorne Ct. 
F-1268 

Rusch, Mrs. Lenore ---- Becter. 2708 Regent St. 
G-4855 

Reynolds, Micy Home Economics Home Econ. 1520 Spring St. 
F=4181 

Richards, Audrey Forest Products For. Prod. 1815 Regent St. 
: Lab. B-4676 

Riker, Mrs. A. J. Doses Plant Path. 211 N. Spooner 
: F-4074 

Rollefson, Mrs. Erna neo : Zoology 1240 Wellesley 
B-7580 

Rumbold, Czroline Forest Products Pe.thology 417 Sterling Pl. 
Leb. F-4266 

Schubring, Mrs. ---- Geography 410 N. Pinckney 
Selma B-3816 

Shipley, Elve Biology Bldg. Zoology 1104 W. Johnson 
B-1251 

Snell, Mrs. Ketherine ---- ; Botany 228 E. Sunset Ct. 
Sunset Villege 

Stewart, Cherlotte ---- Meth. 113 W. Gorham 
F-4962 - 
Office B-7312 

Struckmeyer, Burdecen Agronomy Bldg. Boteny Bel? Lee 
F-262



Sigma Delta Epsilon - 4. 

Thwaites, Mrs. Fred. =—=— Geology 41 Koby Road 
: G-1178 

Tyner, Mrs. H. Do eee Medicine 217 N. Orchard 
es : G-5084 

Van Donk, Evelyn Biochem. Bldg. Biochen. 1i5.-N.- Orchard 
F-3156 

Wakeman, Dr. Nellie Chemistry Bidg. Pharmacy 1814 Keyes Ave. 
F-586 

Wipf, Louise Genetics Bldg. Genetics eel, Clifford Ct. 
F-2466 

Wolf, Dr. Louise North Hall Math. College Club 
12 BE. Gilman 

Whitney, Rae Biology Bldg. Zoology 2065 N. Orcherd 
B-4052
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aL 
41 Roby Road 7 

: denuary il, 1939 

Dr. Seholl's Foot, Confort Shop, 
221 fast Yieconsin Avenue, - 
Uilweukee, Wisconsin. 

Gentlemen: 

Please send me e pair of black oxfords as : 
follows: 3 

A 25873 or 8a 40052 eo \ 
2379 2379 o Goes 

If the shoes are satisfactery, I shall remit 

promptly. 
\ 

Yours very truly, oe 

Any M. Thvaites i 

=. a elie ES ti 4 ite = ae ere



; 
oe a he ene ea, 

wag aii 3 

: Jens 5, 1942 

Tr. Scholi's oot Cemfert Shop, 
‘ 221 Yast ‘Viseonsin Avenue, 

MWilwaviwe, Wiseorsia 

Gentlemens 
: 

Please sond me « pair of Diack kf oxfords 

snd a pair of vrness (arch supports) an follows 
@ x00 62579 

I will send you check ae goon as these arrive 

* and are fownd satisfaectery. 

Yery tmily yours, 

: Say i. Thraltes 

| BH) . X 50260 2379



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
School of Education 

1942 Sumer Laboratory School 

May 26, 1942 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

_ Dear Mr. Thwaites; 

We are happy to inform you that the application for your 

son, Robert, in the Summer Laboratory School 

has been accepted. 

A payment of $ 7.50 by Jume 15 will assure you a reservation 

for _hin in the school. Keceved- chek for Gh ae - Life 

If there is'further information you would ‘like about the 

school, we will be happy to hear from yous. .The school will be 

open Monday, June 29, at 8 ofclock and nhieeke will start at 8:30, 

For the past two years we have sponsored a swimming program 

which proved to be very worthwhile, This year, due to a limited 

budget, we are wnable to continue this activity. Would your 

child participate in the swimming program if we charged an 

additional fee to be determined when school opens? 

Very ed , 

Ce Se Liddle 

Principal
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, oe " 
THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS ae 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY : 

LAWRENCE 

Mar. 20, 1942 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: 

I was interested to hear of your course in Military Geology. 
The idea is a good one, and I have been trying to talk up one here, 
but withouf much result. The course that I started this semester 
requires math and one geology course as prerequisites. We have 12 
students, ranging from freshman to seniors, hence not too well 

balanced. 

Altho we have a Fairchild stereocomparagraph ordered, it hasn't 

arrived yet, and for practice purposes I have a simplified version of 
the instrument designed tiny me and made by an NYA helper, with a total 
outlay for materials of not more than $15, exclusive of the alignment 
mechanism, which is to be a rapidraft machine costing $16.50, if we 
can get a priority on it. The stereoscove is the simple lens type 

made by Zeiss. The micrometer, which is none too accurate, I purahased 
at a Western Auto supply store for about $1.25. In lieu of the 
aligmment mechanism, the machine can be used with a T-square, altho 
that's rather awkward. Incloses is a sketch of the device. Personally, 
I think that Fairchild or Abrams would do well to put out a simplifed 
student model to sell for $50 to $75. The profit on their regular 
models must be scandalous. 

Ordinanace plants seem to be going up everywhere, even here in 
Kansas. I suppose that developments in the Baraboo area will pub a crimp 

in any plans to use serial photos of that area. We've been having a devil 
of a time getting photos of any kind recently, particularly of coastal 
areas, in which our collection is weak. Do you know of any good photos 
along Lake Michigan to show various types of shore features, which might 
now be obtainable? 

I gathered from Twenhofel's remarks at the meetings that he didn't 
exactly approve of the periglacial idea, and so assume that he's the 

chief sharpener of the ax. Well, it would be a dull world if everyone 

agreed about everything. Controversy is the spice of scientific work. 

I wish I had more time to think about the Baraboo project just now. The 
defense course has been absorbing most of my time. However, I'm still 
hopeful of getting a manuscript of some sort finished soon enough before 
the deadline to send a copy for your comments. 

Cordially yours, 
¢ aoe AYU Ree 4 

; PS



) March 17, 1942 

Prof. He Ts Us Smith, 
Dept. of Geology, | 
University of Kansas, 

Lawreace, Kansas 

Dear Suith: 

; Thenk you for the copy of your course on acrial 
Photgraphs. I have boon working up somo similar : : 
maberial for our course in i@litury Geobey so your 

< debe: camo very eperjumely for me. I am also 
working on @ Goutourefinciag device which will climiacte 
shoe expousive uilcrometors heretofore used. I wa tzying 
several difierent types of markings which soem te do very well 

4neo aro balag sharpened in proparabion for gresting 
your papor on periglacial phenomena around hore? I can 
a oe ee ee 
such will mest with a hot recepbion? 

I vas up to the Range twice recently te ase about’ 
geologic problems of the new ordinenso plans on the 
outwash plain just south of the Bluffs. Some of the 
district we visited lest summer may be soon fenced in at 
least for the durction. I will not be able to take ay class 
up this yoar for there will be no veeation, Add te this 
the tire situation and tho building of the plant and i¢ is — 
apparent wo nust stay home end meke the best of it. : 
ee ee ee 

; corely'y



41 Roby Road, 
Madison, Wise, 
Sarch 27, 1942 

Prof. He Te U. Smith, 
Dept. of Geology, 

: Kansas University, 
: Lawrence, Kansas 

Dear Prof. Smith: 

Thank you for yours of the 20th with diagram of “contour finder" 
you mado. ZI had thought of the same taing but so far heave not made 
ouce Instead I devised an arrangement to oliminate the drefting machine, 
This is a simple parallel rule along which tho stereoscope frano slides 
Se fer I hove only a working model without the necessery rollor bearings 
on this slide. I also thought of having two parallel rules at right 
angles to one another elthough this would be somewhat clumsy. However, 
2% would got around priorities? The stand for the stersoscope has 
several holes for the ieugs to allow of change of focus. Instead of 

usdag a micrometer I have tried a scale on film base. ‘hen seen 
through the sterocacepe one end of tno scale is superimposed on the 
other and parallax cau be measured with reasonable accuracy. Is not the 

: liniting factor the detail in the phote and not tho method ef monsurment? 
i feo that this is the ease and that dinsturment makers may be fooding 
us a lot of bunk. Another improvement was to place the penoil at the 
right where one naturally reaches to put data on the sketeh, A good 
suggestion for a fine scale was to draw sane with white ink an black 
paper and thon photograph down to desired scale using the negative 
on the machine. I have not tried this yet. 

ily reaction toward machines 4s tnat they are uice if uot a necessity 
4f eno is doing a lot of work. But for beginners I feel, that they should 
nos bo made slaves to the machine. I think they ought to Lear how to 
do 1% without mechianical aid and then 42 thoy get such ald they can 
loarn its use. Bus if they start on the machine and then do not have 
one they aro simply sunk. for this reason my machine still is a model. 

With regard to photoe there sre lots along the Great Lakes which 
shov shore features beautifully. Our Highway Commission has beon making 
copies for aubaorized persons bub I do not know juet what tho conditions 
uow aro. “hey aro still allowing ue to iook over the photos although I 

si nave no doabt thet strangers would be lockod on with suspicions 

The chief eritics of your idea on rock streams are Twonhofel and 
Beane My ideas you elroaty know. I think none ef your photos are of 
eny militery importance, 

I take over tho Militery Geology cless Mondey vith active eid fron 
the Re 0. T. G. I foar it will be Long on Lectures and short on field 
and lab work. Tho class in mapping is just the opposite which I feel is 

; much bot ter. ues. Thvaites is studying nursing, the boys are selling 
vaste paper for Defense Stemps, cone of our iesulay ves ordered out to 
manage a mine end another may go. So you see we are all doing what wo 
cen toward the War! 

: Best regards, 
“ Sincerely, j : 

a ; a 
PN ee cas ; . 

a SS A Seal aa ee 
. 1 % = , . agile
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Washington, D.C. S 
June 22, 1942 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Science Hall 

Dear Mr. Thwaites, 

I suppose thet Science Hall has settled dowm to its 

regular summer lethargy now that classes are over and most of 

the fellows are working or in the army. Washington is a good 

place to stay away from in the summer time. fhe heat here is the 

most oppressive I have ever ee parduneel Getei the tending some 

pretty hot days in Madison. However, it does rain & lot so there 

is always some temporary relief. The work here on the U.S.G.S. 

is very interesting and instructive. Our work is secret and in 

conjunction with the Army Air Corps but the method we use is not 

secret. It is similar to the method outlined in the manual of 

topographic drafting issued by the War Department. fhe big 

difference is, I believe, in our use of a metal template 

method instead of the slotted template method. The true horizon- 

tal location of the points is first located by radial inter- 

sections on @ strip of acetate paper- this is hy nse of the = 

: vertical photographs. Paper templates, on which are drawn rays to 

to points on the oblique photographs- both distant points and 

points common to obliques and verticals, are used to combine 

the two. Prue location of points on the obliques is gotten by 

orienting the kke paper templates with respect to the radiel plot 

since there are points cimmon to both. In this operation the 

plot is. reduced to half scale. The metal template leydown is 

constructed ffom the so-called "combined templates" or paper 

templates. After constructing the metal templates our control



¢ —_ = ae ee ee Ss 

. Sheet is gotten by pricking theccontrol points through to the 

paper. The sketching is done on the control sheet. I know 

very little about othéen methods $0 Ishave no basis of comparison 

but this method does enable us to construct maps of & very large 

area very rapidly and accurately. 

My draft board has placed me in class I-A so I am planning 

to enlist in some branch of the service if the Seologicel Survey 

has no success in obtaining my deferment. They are trying to . 

get me deferred but I- don't think they well be very successful. 

Consequently, would you be kind enough to write a letter of rec- 

commendation for me. Since things are so uncertain and I do not 

know which branch I will be able to get in to I would advise 

thet the letter be addressed to" to whom it. may concern" or some 

Similar phrase. Will you forward it to me as soon as possible 

Since I may expect induction notice at any time in the next 

couple of weeks. 

My regards to Mrs Thwaites and the boys 

Very sincerely yours 

oe SS 
1724 P St. NeW. 

Washington, D.C.
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By ae f . 

Mr. hivaed G. Souger, 
KS - L784 Pe Steg MeaTay : 

Be Weebin chon, Be Ue z r : 

Roar Scogors : : 

I a afraid f heve boom a lon: timo saa2svering 
= your Letber ef tho 2%md bri Dilly hed bis ¢ onakls out 
oe end nov I am startin; hin oad Hobby in Sumer Sehocls 

< Aieo 2 hevo beon working with Bobby trying to teash Rin 
E to read ond urite. So far we hove cot to As Be Ge 
! tanis for Alwars be Garcful iad veiting his namo. 

: : But shore civays has tobo a start. ; 

Selence Mall wns noerly dsgorted for « tine. low Kum 
; : mol £9 back to go So the Atay, clso Bailey. Seheo= - 

: nicke 49. %0 ¢e seon us noe fintshoo his thosia, 
d Peray hog 2S month dogornens ant ia going to Troué itikes 
x Role worked four weeks ab Sorschfield snd cane beek 

: today, Yat ho nay bo interned at any tino, 7 cuppeses 
Soe There will be no Road Survoy and I ai just abeus 

caught up on semphes. Mary danc vas jo work on road 
: maberial reports but thi is off nou. “cybe I wlll be : 

: ous too but have heard noshing shout ih pol. “hore is 
Little Grilling except for us work. 

j ZI a eaGlooing the Letter ac por yourroquoste 
2 Wada ihe to so feet tow you Ss toe vest, I have 

= applied for funds to make a contour finder and 
slettel templets. Sincerely, : 

a : =



HYRUM SCHNEIDER 

F. F. HINTZE 

R. E. MARSELL 

BRONSON STRINGHAM 

pe DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 

SALT LAKE CITY 2 

October 7, 1942 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaites: 

On September 10, I wrote Professor Finch a 

letter and have not yet received any answer. I am 

wondering if he is off the campus, perhaps in Washing- 

ton D. C. 

The Director of our Summer School would like 
to offer a course in geography next summer, that will 

tie in with the present world situation. The students 
will be mostly teachers that have had no courses in 

college geography. In my letter to Professor Finch I 

asked him to suggest someone to teach such a course. 

Since I have received no answer from him, you might 
give me some suggestions. 

How are the Departments of Geology and Geo- 
graphy? How are you? 

With kind personal regards, 

MY i



Oct. 15, 1942 é z 

Dr. Hyrum Schneider, 
Dept. of ee 
University of Ytahy 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

Dear Schneiders : Z \ 

Yours of the 7th has been eat hand for several days until I could take time 
to answer it. : 

"iret I spoke to Prof. Finch and he stated thet he would send you a copy 
of hié answer which you seem not to have reckbved. He had no idea what might huve becar 
of it. I exject that by now you may heve the second letter. 

things are not quite as bd here as was feorcd for « time. Although most. 
advanced classes were cancelled I myself heve nearly as many students as last 
year. Of course, as the University never bought any cars or busses field trijs : 
ere just about out. Notwithstanding, I hear thet the structurel cless raised 
enough cars to make one tripe I heve hud no such luck. The situetion in this 
respect will certainly get worse by the spring. Last spring no Devils Lake 
mapping trip wes possible because of no vacation. Next spring there will be 

z a short vecation but there certeinly will be no cers. But there may not : 
- be any students so I will not worry ebout it just now? Gener:1 geology hes : 

almost as many students as last year. I heve to take one of the lebs. ‘three 
of the seven on the faculty heve gone because of the war and there is only one 

- assistant. Many of the advanced students have already enlisted and may be 
called at any time. I expect your institution is in ebout the same fix. 2 

: lly three boys i me busy at home. The lest few nights I have helped them 
look up scrap metul. Seeing as we have only lived four years in the new house in 
town our supply is not great. However, they carted off several loeds this : 
morning before school hoping to get their ,ictures in the paper alongside the 
largest dump$ You see we had to move after my mother passed eway in 1936. 
My cousin bought us out as he wanted the plece to himself. With the present 
tire situation it is a good thing for us. What we will do with the one car left 
after rationing sterts remains for the future to decide. ‘ 

: Just now I am trying to build a Yountour finder" for use with aerial photograph: 
I find the surveying people have never recognized aerial map;ing to any extent 
so that the burden (which may be greatly increased by cooperation with the Re 0. 
T. Co next semester) falls mainly oneme. I now have one thesis student who is 
mapping his area entirely from photographs und another applied yesterday. 
I still heve one working on a doctor's thesis. He is a Quaker and has so far 
escaped internment. The well record business is slow but the war contracts 
broughtin , lot of new data. I have the typewriter in my office for well work. 

Best regerds, 
Sincerely,



MADISON GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

: October 16, 1942 

Mr. e 

5 Dear Mr. : 

; Limitation Order No. L-174 of the War Production Board, is- 
sued August 25, 1942, imposes a duty upon gas utilities, in the event 
that the available supply of manufactured gas is inusfficient, to re- 
duce deliveries to consumers who have standby equipment. Because you : 
are able to heat your home with either gas or solid fuel, you fall 
within the classification of customers who have standby equipment and 
to whom delivery of manufactured gas is to be reduced if the demand 

: exceeds thé supply. 

The Madison Gas & Electric Company has already taken all 
possible measures to insure a continuous supply of gas to you, by in] 
creasing its capacity to the extent that is possible under the pres- 
ent War Production Boardés limitations on the use of critical metals. 
Eimitation Order No. L-174 also prohibits the use of gas for additéon- 
al space heating uses after September 1, 1942, We are hopeful that 

: no reduction in deliveries will be necessary during the coming Winter; 
however, unforseen conditions, such as an increase in war production 
in this area, may alter this situation. 

In accordance with the War Production Boardb Limitation 
Order No. L-174, it is therefore suggested that you make arrangements 
so that if gas deliveries to you are reduced, you may make immediate 
use of your standby equipment. We therefore recommend that a ten to 
twenty day siipply of coke or coal be kept on hand at all times, should 
it be necessary to curtail gas service to you during short pewiods. 
By taking the necessary steps to permit the use of your standby equip- 
ment, you will not only be doing your patriotic duty by contributing 
to the continuous operation of war production plants but you will also 
be insuring continuous heating service for your home. 

Should you have any questions regarding the use of your stand- 
by equipment or the provisions of Limitation Order No. L-174, we would 
be pleased to discuss this subject with yom in greater detail at your 
wonvenience. 

Yours very truly, ey 

: (Signed) Edward R. Felber 

iF ' Viee President & Sales Manager



P.F. IRWIN TELEPHONE BADGER 1046 i GEO. B. BREMER 

GRR HEALERS PARTITION TILE 

Gos COAL, OIL AND BUILDING MATERIAL DRAIN TILE 
QS 826 WILLIAMSON STREET See 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

October 21, 1942 

Mrs. Amy M. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mrs. Thwaites: 

Many thanks for the copy of the Madison Gas & 
Electric Company letter concerning Limitation Order 
L-174. 

This information will be of help to us in case 
we have further calls from the people of Madison. 

Respectfully yours, 
STRUCK, & IRWIN FUEL 00. 

<3 

PFI/LL : 

MILWAUKEE SOLVAY 
That’s the name; 

When buying coke , 

Demand the same.



ee October 17, 1942 

Mr. Poul P. Irvin, 
Strack & Irvin Fuel Company, 
826 Williamson Street, 

A Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sirs =e 

In accordance with our reeuest of 

. October 17, 1942 I om inclosing a copy of the 

letter Mr, Thecites received from the Medison 

; Cas & Blectric Comany. I thought 1t was too ee 

long to dictate over the phone and hope that 

the delay has caused you no inconvenience. f 

Youre very truly, : 

ne



-_ a ee - 

en IP 

HYRUM SCHNEIDER ‘ s a 

F. F. HINTZE 

R. E. MARSELL 

BRONSON STRINGHAM 

Se SELERIOCE, 2 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 4 

SALT LAKE CITY 2 

October 30, 1942 

Mr. F. T. Thwaits 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaits: 

I could not understand why I did not hear from 
Finch. When you spoke to him he wrote to me at 
once. We are now trying to have Dr. Durond teach 
geography here next summer. Thanks for talking to 
Finch. 

I enjoyed your letter particularly the news 
about yourself and about the Department. It seems 
that you are having some of the same troubles that 
we are having. We can't take any of our large 
classes on field trips. Have you any graduate 
students and seniors? Ours are all in the Army 
and Navy. When the 18 and 19 year olds are taken, 
I don't know what we will have left. I hope the war 
won't last too long. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely 7 
a



date 13, 1943 : 

Drs He Ts Us Saith, | 
Dept. ef Goslogy, 

_ Bansas University, : 

ae Dear Sait: 

i Snelosed are draviage for a "somtour finder™ — , 

| x just hed beilt which X thought might interes’ you. 

You will note how wo overcaue sie Jraftiag uachine : 

botticneck, Tho entire ouszit fits om a drawing 

bommd 30 inches square with @ Maudie tc cerry it. : 

A Gover will be arrongou to £15 over 1% when and a7 

: ? we sot into the field, : 

Our sbudeats using very fev T an going, aloag 

with two others of our steff, to toceh Physics noxt 

SUROSEOTs 

3 : Sinceroly,



Al Roby Road, | Peet 
Madison, Wis., 

Saeed March 17, 1943 

Dr. B. 8. Ue Smith, 
Dept. of Geology, 
University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas 

Dear Smith: : 

Your letter of Feb. 12 with photo of your “contour finder" has been 

inm folder a long time but was waiting until I had finished a new problem 

with oblique photos. Unfortunstely we have no supply of such so the class 

can do little at present. Also I found that our library does not take 

Photorrammetric Engineering, Apparently the surveyors in the College of | 

Engineering take no interest in aerials which throws all the burden on me. 

In reply toe your questions the verniers work against a spring. 

A flat spring abeve the block which holds the celluloid marker holds this 

against turning yet wan be moved to allow it to turn up out of sicht. 

I considered dots but turned them down as it Looked as if we could get a 

closer measurment with crosses. Some of my pet improvements are having the 

pencil at right where you can draw freehané on the sketch, placing the 

alignment out of the way above the instrument and having a sliding weight 

on the pencil arm, Severs] students have worked with the machine and seemed 

to find it all right. I have heard that they have done a let at Chicago ; 

and have copies of some papers by Fisher. Am enclosing some new directions. 

We have sent a number of students to Washington to make maps but 

there is little call for teaching more, After all we could not find minerals 

quickly enough to help to a material extent. : ; 

Yes, I will be glad to see the draft of your raper. I feel that 

the old graded slopes are glacial in age but doubt your ideas about the stone 

rivers, I still have hopes to get the mapping class up there for aweek if 

we can manace to feed them. Transport 1s arranged and I still have some hoves. 

Sincerely,



aS a DO ee icc eS nS pay Bs 

Magiettaicon eee Ss Sig ee 

THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS eee ae 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY ioe 

LAWRENCE pe 

Feb. 12, 1943 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Thanks very much for the drawings for your contour machine. The 5 
alignment mechanism is particularly ingenious, and I am planning to : 
have one made here if we can scrape together enough materials. On 
the machine itself, there was one point that was not quite clear, and 

that was how the adjustments and the verniers that actuate the 
index marks work. Do you find the cross on the index marks to be more 
satisfactory that the dots used on manufactured machines? 

Inclosed is a photo of the contouring machine that we made. The i 
general plan seems to be similar to yours. : 

I recently had eppertunity to talk to Pettijohn of Chicago about : 
his teaching in photogrammetry, and find that he's been concentrating 
on it for nearly a year, and has worked up a fine course, with many 
original ideas. 

I've recently had a camera lucida constructed for work on aerial 
photos, and also a cellulléid model to show the perspective geometry : 

of a tilted photo. Will send photos when I get time if you are d 
interested. 

I was surprised to learn of you and gour colleagues teaching 
Physics etc. Certainly Croneis was right, and we geologists have 
been too modest about the importance of our geological work. We 
still have a few students in the department here, but the prospect 
for next semester is very poor unless the Army decides to have us 
teach geography or aerial photos or map intérpretetion. 

I am hopeful of soon finishing the manuscript on the periglacial 
features of the Briftless Area. Would you btill be interested in looking 
overa preliminary draft? 

My book on photos is due to be off the press in April. I'm 
beginning to feel that that will be just too late to be of much 
help to geology departments for war training, but copies will be 

distributed anyway. 

Best wishes for your war work! 

Cordially yours,



ENCE ha —— 
Qs F fel an 
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Prof. F. T. Thwaites, 

41 Roby Road, 
Madison, 

Wis.



DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 
a UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

Ei poe April 26, 1943 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: ae Foner? 
550 $e Lord? 

Could you send the forewarding adress for Norman*>~ 

Newell? I've heard something about his present work, /@ 
and would like to get in touch with him. 

Cordially yours,
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April 30, 1943 

Dr. H. Te Ue. Smith, 
Degt. of Geology, 
Univorsity of Kansas, 

Lawrence, Kansas 

Dear Smith: 

Your lotser of Mareh 25 and post cara of April : 
26 ere ct hand. Thanks for the suggestion in regerd 
to the mapping uachine. I have had good results with 
4% but had to change to glass markers because the 
celluloid vors out too fast and bosame opaque. 
The bearings will also make trouble in tine. 

Nevoll*s address is 
550 Los Pianos, , 

San Isidro, 

Lina, Peru 

I think all mail must go vie sir but your post office j 
cen tell you for sure. I have hourd nobaiag myself 

: but heard thet Mrs. Newell is out there joo and 
is having a fino tine. 

We had a Devils Lkke mapping trip despite ration- 
ing and other troublos. in foav it wenk off vary 
smoothly and ve lived in luxury in the old G. % CG. 
Gampe I took some obliques from the tep of the 
bluff- they are in the hypo now in the basonent. 

i Sincerely,
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; Mar. 25, 1943 a 

ef 
Dear Professor Thwaites: es! 

Thanks for the new copies of your lab problems. I believe that - 
you are giving one of the most thorough courses on mapping that has as : 

. come to my attention. I was particularly interested to see that ee 
our minds worked in the same channel in devising a simplified graphic ag 
method of preparing the perspective grids for oblique mapping. The ae 
construction that you gave is exactly the one that is being used in ae 
my book. I am inclosing some mimeographed traéings of oblique photos ae 
obtained from Canada which we use for an oblique mapping exercise. as 

Numbers are included, and the originals can be ordered from the oe 

National Air Photograph Library, Canada Department of Mines and os 
Resources, Ottawa, for about 25¢ each. ae 

Last month I stopped at the University of Chicago, and found a 

that Pettijohn has been doing considerable work with aerial photos. ees 
He has gone into photogrammetry rather thoroly, in fact, and has Me 
developed some very good ideas for presenting the subject. I believe e 
that geologists are doing a better job of teaching this subject than c 
the engineers - as is frequently the case with planetabling also. i 

I am inclosing also photos of a folding camera lucida which a ‘ 
I had constructed here, and find most useful for obtaining moderate ‘a 
degrees off enlargement and reduction in transferring detail from pe 
acrial photos. Will be glad to send further details if you are . 
interested. a 

Work on the Driftless Area paper isn't progressing as rapidly é 
as hoped. However, I'm still optomistic. 

Here's an idea for the index marks on your contouring machine, 
gleaned from one of the British publications. It consists in having 
half of the cross on each side: 
If you have occasion to try this 

out, I'd be interested in lmowning what success you have,; theoretically, 
it looks good. 

I certainly agree with you that the factory models of contouring 
machines are open to considerable improvement. It's really surprising 
that machines priced as they are and vrécise as they are supposed to 
be should have so many shortcomings of design. 

: It looks now as though our geology department may be converted : 
into a geography department. The army is to send students here, and 2 
we understand that geography is required on their curriculum, but so far ae
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April 27, 1943 

Hon. Harry Sauthoff, 
‘ House Offico Bldg., 

Washington, D. Ge 

Doar Mr. Seuthoff: 

Thank you for the Govsrauent publication just 
Sent ne. 3 

May I trouble you agein? This tine I would 
: greatly appreciate copies of two more U. S. Geological 

Survey publications just anaounced, 

Professional Paper 196-F 

Bulletin 938 <a 

Vory truly yours, ; 

} e
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april 3, 1943 : a 

Hon. Harry Seubhofi, 7 ee 
_ Howse Office Sldge, ; a ~ 

Cece ; Weashincton, De Ce : ; ; m 

Doar “vr, Sauthof¢s S ya 

| Z Gill groutly appreciate £4 4£ you can get no a 
J \ X ‘ + 2 

& Copy of We Geological Survey Profecsionel Paper a8 

ee 20% publicetica of wadeh has just beon announced. é 

: Yary arly yours, Ree 

: 
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POST-OFFICE ADDRESS:¢/o Postmaster 

Boothbay Harbor, Maine 
TELEGRAPH ADDRESS: s 

EXPRESS ADDRESS: 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 

October 4, 1943 

Dear Mr. Thwaites; 

I thought it was about time that I wrote and told you how the 

cougse in mapping, which I took fron you, is almost the sole basis for 
the work which I now do. Of all of the officers of the U. S. Coast and 

Geodetic Survey, I happen to be the only one who is not a graduate 

Civil Engineer. 

The work we do includes all types of mapping and I imagine you 

are almost as familiar with it as I am, as I by no matter or means claim 
to know all about anything. 

Since I have been in here I have been head of a section in 

Washington for the final check of Aeronautical Charts before they went 

to the printer. After leaving there I did hardly anything but learn 

seamanship and do ship and launch hydrography. Last April we cane 

north from Panama City and I was transfered to a seventy five foot 

cutter as second officer. This gave me the responsibility of seeing that 

the ship was taken care of, doing my share of the surveying operations, 

and standing regular watches which gave me full control of the bridge 

for as long as eight hours at a stretbh. 

We have been engaged in triangulation, topography, leveling, 

tide work, and hydrography. I have learned most of the computations 

we use in triangulation---altho I am a little slow yet; have learned 

to observe for triangu&ation, build suitable signals,fast3; am in 
charge of all topography and leveling as well as all tide gages and 

do half of the hydrography. I really have learned a lot altho I had 

to really bluff my way at first. 

The first topographic sheet I did after entering here was a 

chart of 2500 scale which is really quite some mmk scale to work on. 

None of the dlder officers wanted it so I got it. The projection had 
to check to half a meter and then I started. When I finally closed I 

was three meters off so had to go back and set up on high objects or 

puild towers and work three point problems to correct it. I found 

that by taking a sextant along I can work a three point problem in 

about five minutes. 

My first job of leveling was a half mile run which made a loop 
of about a mile and had to close to within .015 of a mmtmr foot. It 

took me all afternoon but I finally got it. When I went back to 

OPVieFoORW: rerun the same line after completing our work with the tide 

f Go Buy| 226° I found that I could run it in about an hour. 

Wig) scares 
if WAR In the line of triangulation I have learned to observe. but 

AM stitins



POST-OFFICE ADDRESS: 

TELEGRAPH ADDRESS: 

EXPRESS ADDRESS: 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 

the man I learned from is very good on a theodolite and I can no wheres 

near keep up with him. 

Computations are coming ,ybut quite slow. I can do them if I think 

out each step but I haven't gzotten to the point where everything 

is automatic. Sun azimuths are begining to get under control so 

that I can click one off in about half an hour. We use and average of 

five mgxt horizontal angles and five inclined angles. 

So far I haven't gotten any work with aerial photographs but 

expect to soon. They took a lot of pictures with the nine lens camera 

in Alaska and I think a lot of the junior officers are going to get 

them. I have a friend from Kansas U. that is working on them in Maine 
here and another fellow from Miss. U. that is working on them in Maryland. 

I have had an itch to get a transfer for the duration to one of 

the air corps farxt but so far Ei have had no luck. I can't resign and 
they won't transfer me so it looks like I'm trapped. I might try to 
transfer as a specialist later but I don't know if I can work that 

angle or not. 

Sometime Before the end of the month I expect to move to Rett 

Baltimore and then I will be in closer contact with the Wahington 

office and will know better what is going on and may be able to 

learn to fly and get in a little of it before the war is over. I kind 

of like the idea of having something to come back to tho if I did get 

a transfer. 

About the middle of August I married a girl that I went with 

while in school---I don't know if you met her of not--her name was 

Jeanne Parks. She has gone back to Wisconsin to teach and get her 

permanent license and then she will meet me whereever I am---if its in 
this country---in the spring. 

: My best regards to Mrs. Thwaites, the boys and averyone at the 

school. 

Sincerely, 

de Gh. se 

QP.VICTORY | obert D. Sin, 

g3{ BUY Ensign, C & GS Z 

LOR) states 

Mipgrorcs 
| stirs 

é



‘ Sees 

Oct. 19, 1943 ‘ 

i Mr. Robors Db. Singol, Zt 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
G/f Postmaster, 
Booth Bay, Maine 

Dear Singol: 

- I was much pleased to get yours of the 4th. Gongratulaticns on your 
marriage. No, I an afraid I am not acquainted with Mra. Singol. 

Wo are all well at home although Mrs. Thvaites had a serious operation 
last spring followe.: by radium and a-rey troatmonts. Tomy is in Junior High 
now and Bob is storing first grade. fom is now interested in radio bocauso 
nwne hio set blew a tube he was obliged to build a erystal sot to replace it. 
That has now gone out of comission from causes unknown, That, however, was 
one good thing that sano out of the war when he could lisiea to the radio 

; without disturbing tho rest of the family? Our radio is aow rostricisd to 4 
“the new only" for tho duration. 

Tho Goology Departmont is vory close to a total slut dow. Twonhofel 
has abeut 50 in generel. Gon has a few students and is helping in gouoral. 3 
‘Winchel2 hes no students ( so I think) and is also helpings I an giving 
Physiography to e elses of three, two girls and a blind man. Anothor girl 

- Called up tonight and wants to start late. Of course I had to sny yous 

I vas called lete in June to toach in tho V=l2 Navy program. Since: 
duly 5 I havo had 102 sailors to whom I taught or rathor tried to toach Physics. 
Thore wore about 80 civilians at first but many have beon drafted since, 
The sailors aro mainly Zreshmen snd as is normal many did not make tho grade. 
Tho final oxem is Thursday and after that we will coon know the vise of the 
casualty list. ‘The dropped ones will bo replaced at once they say and a now ; 
Class will be formod. I wiki thon toach lab with a reduced quiz section : 
pPogrembut probably more hours of work.than before. My office mate ic Prof. 
Ransporger of the PhgLesophy Department. 

I em flattored that you have boon able to got along in Enginooring with 
only Mapping es a proparation. Maybe you heard that wo did go to Devils 
Lake lest spring meking the one and only geology field trip of tho yoar, 
But I an afraid that this yoar 4% will be all off, Today I loaned oy machine 
for map ing from serials to the state Planning Board as it 4as been idlo since 
August when Moes wont to the Army and Dahm to tho oii fielus. : 

Probably you bave hoard more nows of the others than I have. Froderick— 
son is G. G. of 2 large training camp in the soushwost. Nelson is a flying 

‘ instructor. Jorry wes in the othor days Ho is at Milwaukee now. Saw BAll : 
: Twenhofel the other day on his way to Washington. Saw the Wilcoa's one day 

: : during the sumer, Robeck ves in with Seeger once but really I an not a good 
source for news for I am away from Science Heli so mush of the tine. 

: Winchell ond Con are elso 4a Physics although not as many hours as I have boon. 

Best wishes, 
s Sincerely, .



Dr. and Wes. Rollin Parks . 

announce the marriage of Hieir daughter 

Jeanne Mice 

bo 

Ensign Robert D. Bingel 

on Daturday the Fourteenth of August 

Pinckeen Dundred and Forty-tiree 

at 

Congregational Churchs 

Boothbay Harbor, Paine
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Ar Rocxereiter Center the pansy beds are a fea- 
ture of the lovely Channel fountain, and are kept 
meticulously fresh, withered pansies being removed 
at the rate of 20,000 a day.
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: : ; 

July 2%, 1943 : ; 

Railway Expross Agoncy, : 
201 S. Balir Sé.5 : : 
Medison 2, Wie conoin 

Gontlenons 

I en informed by Spencer Firoworks Co. ef Polk, 
Ohio that they shipped tae box deseribed in the 
enslosed rocoipt Ho. S722. be si never arrived ‘ 
although it ds now over a wohth since £% es ohipocde 
Value of tho goods wae $'.75 . 

WALi you please invostigste the Loess ge 

: Very truly yours,



(Si) RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY | 
Printed in U.S.A. INCORPORATED er 

Madison, Wis., August 13 194 

Referring to your inquiry Of Au c MIS UES Og Oeeyie son a | | 

Shipment referred to covered by cur receipt Noor COGROS 2 ete oe 

Consigned to_.. Fe Te> Thwaites Pg el gm tare raed AE a eae teh ee oT oS 
Ae i Roby Road, Madison, Wisconsin 

A.M. 
Was Delivered No record ofjqelivery = P.M. 

lee al enol mee eee au prea ner e ea oh a SON apr ebe med s * 

C.O. D. on this'shipment was paid by Draft issued.___7 > 194 
Shi reforwarded ‘ 
weed to 

De ee eae seme mae ease ee eat ee eee Se OA 

Yours truly, % 
; JeD.White, G/A



d C Dy : Buy pases 

Buy tos J WAR SAVINGS EY WAR SAVINGS }Skac.. BONDS sno STaips A 2 
BONDS iN STAMPS ents 

| THIS SIDE OF CARD IS FOR ADDRESS | 

: RF. T. Thwaites 
: ? 41 Roby Road 

Madison, Wisconsin



7011—4-34—Printed in U.S.A. 

In submitting this check in payment of your claim 

we wish to assure you that we deeply regret the 

loss and inconvenience caused you. 

We appreciate your patronage and trust that we may 

serve you more satisfactorily in the future. 

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY 

NATION WIDE 

RAIL and AIR 2 SERVICE



ea : oy Oct. 18, 1943 

Spencer Firevorks and Novelty Cos, : 
ie Polk, Ohio ; 

Gentlecns =, 

: Jn reply te pours ef July 14 the claim agent . 
of the Etpress Gompany saya thet he venus 525 original 

: recsips for mo to sila to ceeevor the Bass os tae Lost 
paskarde 

: Goula you ploaso edjhdr send me sac of autor : 
; lain for ge at your station. ; 

. 
x x * “ 

‘ : é Yory truly yours, 

. \ je



5 

‘ daly 9, 1945 

Spencer Mreverizcs Coo, : 
Pelk, Ohic 

_” iy @eder ef June 17, 1943 wae never i 
received, I? not Tiled please eaneel ani return the 
movey. If filled it was lest by the Bapress company. 

Very truly yours,
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fo ee me 

Be psy the sntheat. 
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Inn nery gled be fe bak on Qa ticare, Lob 

ee LA, 4 help pe F spot 

ver feo. tehele Giibranhee Yor Nooopotel 

6, LL of Wpadlisar ond 4 wl om 

tidig XP Liecticinte ot 
Opeson 

Gold ho Gch 9 J Aone & po for 

oncerely Vara thnor loon
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eee aE a 3 Sens see Nee Sa eS 2 ee Re 
Spee Berne tere See 5 SI RS er 

eee Se gi a aa 
ea : : : i ieee : ; ; itt. ara 

ee _ hear that you ure etili 111 and hove there be an ; he 
a - improverent. Feceit fs enclosed. : — 

aS ss grade ani hee just teceme = First Clase Scout. = 

ae fo Roring you will soon +o better, : = 
A *s i : ae of s ; ae ea 
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MEMOR ANDUM 
‘ Tos Scout Parents, Troop 2 

Place: (Congregational Church, Dining Room 

When: Tuesday, October 3, at 7:50 p.m. 

Why: Combined Court of’ Honor with Troop 15 which also 
meets at the church 

The Scouts of Troop 2 very cordially invite you to attend their 

first Court of Honor of the fall segson. The Court of Honor is 
the “conferring of degrees" upon Scouts who are qualified, by 
having passed all the tests, for higher ranks. The simple cer- : 
emonies are interesting, and will give you an idea of what 
Scouting is and what the Scouts are doing. 

As you probably know, Troop 2 has been without a Scoutmaster 
for about a year. In spite of our search and entreaties we were 
unable to get a qualified person to take over the job. But we 
got along -- not as well perhaps as before, but the Troop is 
still intact and going strong. 

Lately, a miracle occurred! Out of the blue sky a man walked 

right up and volunteered to be Scoutmaster. Most men are in- 
terested in boys, but apparently few do anything out of the 
ordinary about it. But here is a man who did something about 
it, and without solicitation. The fact that he has several 
boys of his own may have had some bearing on his decision to 
be a leader of boys. 

Come out and meet our new Scoutmaster, Mr. R. A. Lippett, and 
enjoy.an evening with the Scouts -- your own boys. 

We will be expecting you. 

Sincerely, 

Geo. C. Morbeck, Chairman, : 

Troop 2; 
For the Troop Committee. 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

September 30, 1944,



: OFFICE OF NAVAL OFFICER PROCURUMENT 
1320 G Street; N. ‘We 
Washington, D. Cé 

QR/P14-1  gaB/mi1 26 August 1944 

Professor F.T,Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

nee Edward Gustave SEEGER 
Applicant For commission, United States Naval Service. 

: In placing this important motter before you, it is sincerely rerretted that a 
personal letter cannot be sent, but to do so would make it necessary to divert 
energy now focused on other wartime duties. 

The conscientious thought piven your reply to this request may affect the 
welfare and safety of many men, 28 the man about whom we are writing may 
eventunlly be in a position of command. Therefore, the requested information 
is of more than usual sirnificance. 

Please tell us in detail what you ean about this applicant. Tor your 
convenience we have enclosed a form which covers the essential items upon 
which information is desired. It would contribute to our appraisal of the 
applicant if you would place your enswers below the questions on the enclesed 
sheet. 

A return envelope is enclosed, Your reply will be kept in strictest confidence 
and will have an important bearing on the final decision. Please accept our 
thanks for your assistance. oS ; : 

Very truly yours, 

: jr sh da os Me 

Js He Engel, dro, Y 
2 Lieutenant, USNK., 

Sr. Investigating Officer



SouTHERN Mrrnopisr UNtv ersiry Y 
DALLAS . TEXAS 

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND PLANT INDUSTRY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

November 21, 1944 

Professor F, T, Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

We are establishing in our Institute a research 
fellowship in systematic botany to further the work upon 
the flora of Texas. Dr. Lloyd H. Shinners, who has 

indicated an interest in the Compositae of Texas, is 
being considered for this fellowship. Since Dr. Shinners 

was your student, I would appreciate to receive from 
you a statement regarding his qualifications. Does 
he have the initiative to carry a research problem through 
to completion? How does he work with his colleagues? 

Sincerely yours, 

. : 

Cc. L. Lundell 
Director 

CLL:1h



6 Doc. 2, 1944 

Dinas 

Me ftubs BP eee tery end’ Plant Industry, pos 
sesthere netnodiat Sabversity, : 

Dear Dr. Lundell: : 

In reply to yours of Novy. 21 Dr. Shimors took his 

monor in Geology and hence auch of his work was vith me, Ihave the 

highest opion of his ability and scholarship. Although he did no 

research with me he was always industrious and thorough se that I an 

sure that he would complete any project which he started. He 

seoned tobe well Liked by the obhare he worked with. I am confident 

‘thet you would find hin worthy of the S#leeWltiigpe 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thuaites : 

Fe Te Te Assistant Professor of Geology
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z DIRECTORY OF BETA CHAPTER OF SIGMA DELTA EPSILON, 1945 

Name Business Address Department Home Address 

Akins, Virginia Forest Products Lab. F. P. Lb. 1815 Regent St. 
B. 4676 

Ames, Mrs. Edwina North Hall Methematics 5 North Spooner 
: B.. 5259 

Bainter, Monica Sterling Hali Physics . 453 W. Main St. 

‘ ; ‘ F. 2254 

Bender, Chemistry Bldg. Chemistry 1610 Chadbourne 
Mrs. Margaret : G. 4940 ‘ 

Bent, Mrs. Irene Home Ec. Bldg. Home Ec. 1630 Monroe St. 

. Q G.. 1775 

Bere, Ruby Service Mem. Inst. Leb. Hyg. 3425 Sunset Dr. 
: : Shorewood G.4586 

Bilstad, Nellie Biology Bidg. Zoology 1620 Monroe St. 
B. bie 

Boardman, Edith Home Ec. Bldg. Home Ec. 112 N. Orchard 
: : : F. 9584 R 

Bonow, Jane Chemistry Bldg. Chemistry 412 N. Frances 

Bradford, Mrs. M. Biology Bldg. Zoology 517 Randell Av. 
: F. 4926 

Chidester, Mrs. Mae 4157 Hiawatha Dr. 
G. 9199 

Christison, Sterling Hall Physics 1926 Keyes Av. 
Frances B. 4036 

Claus, Pearl Biology Bldg. Zoology 1620 Monroe St. 
= BeoLoL 

Cole, Elsie Biology Bldg. Zoology 1223 Lee Ct. 
F. 6856 

Cook, Hyla - Chemistry Bldg. Chemistry 925 Conklin Pl. 
B. 5448 

Denniston, Box 201). Univ Br. 
Prick, i. oe PO 0124J11 

Dilks, Eleanor Biology Bldg. Zoology . 517 Randall Av. 
F, 4926 ‘ 

Duncan,Mrs.Robt. F. P. L. PoP, obs 317 E. Gorham 

Duroux, Dorothy Sterling Hall ; Physics ae acer Pl. 
«i090



Sa ees Cos : ; : : : 

Evenson, Adelaide -Agr. Hall coe, BEARS EBaACT. 1610 Chadbourne 

Faber, Alice Biology .Bldg. . .. Botany 144 Breese Terr. 
: mee ‘ Ff. 6975 

Fisk, Emma : + Biology Bldg. Botany: 419 Sterling Pl. 

oie B. 1786 

Gerry, Eloise Peek sh. PIAP Sa. “. 1105 Dartmouth, 
oe Shorewood,G.512 

Goodloe, Martha .. Chemistry Bldg. -» Chemistry 1104 W. Johnson 
: : Yee es Eeo8 

Grimm, Elizabeth Memorial Inst. sDeptysof 419 Sterling Pl. 
: 4 Phys. Med. Be 20a - 

Hachmeister, V. North Hell. . » Methematics 1610 Chadbourne 

“Hannen, Martha He Pe hl. Fo Pe be 132 Lathrop Av. 

' ‘Hanning, Flora Home Ec. Bldg. Home Ec. 449 Hawthorne Ct. 

Harmon, Doralea _Serv. Mem. Inst. Med. Bact. 1930 Birge Terr. 
: BH. -582 

Harriss, Mrs. L. 206 N. Orchard 
F. 9996 

a Holt, Harriet Univ... Ext. Bldg. Mathematics 14 N. Prospect 
B. 3491 

Ives, Margaret Biochem. Bldg. Biochemistry 1020 Clymer Pl. 
: : G. 6105-W 

‘ Johann, Helen Moore Hall Plant Path. 120 Spring St. 
F. 7047 

- Johansson, Mrs. D. Biology Bldg. Zoology 430 N. Leke St. 
oe G. 4222 

Jones, Mrs. Edith Polio Lab. ~ Med. Bact. 1713 Chadbourne 
He tor 

Jones, Elizebeth Biology Bldg. —«-Zoology 1305 University 
G. 4915 

: Kelly, Sally Biology Bldg. Botany 12 E. Gilman 
B. 2921 ; 

Kust, Mabel — King Hell Ec. Entom. 308 Huntington Ct. 
: B. 4985 

-Larsen, Eleanor Serv. Mem. Inst. Physiology 1224 Hoyt 
: , noes 76ku 

Leben, Mrs. M. H, State Hyg. Lab. 420 W. Gorham



3. 

Marshall, Dr. Ruth Wisconsin Dells 
: : Wisconsin 

McCoy, Elizabeth Agr. Hall Agr. Bect. 2216 Kendall Av. 
g : F.. 9848 

McDonald, Etta Serv. Mem. Inst. Pharmacol. 1104 W. Johnson 
Be Lest 

McLaren, Berbera Biochem. Bldg. Biochemistry 1610 Chedbourne 

Martin, Elle Serv. Mem. Inst. Lab. Hyg. 

Miller, : Biology Bldg. Zoology 1139 Sherman Av. 
Mrs. Dorothea : B. 7835 

Miller, Elizebeth, Biochem. Bldg. Bicehemistry 113 N.Charter St. 
B, 2955 

Mortimer, Mrs.Iva Home Kc. Bldg. ‘*Home Ec. 1805 University 
F, 3329 

Nielson, Mrs.E.A. : é 2732 Regent St. 
: Se F, 9797 

Nolend, Mrs. Ruth ay. 1723 Summit Av. 
F. 950 

Parsons, Helen ‘Home Ec. Bldg. Home Ec. 130% Lathrop St. 
: F. 7084 

Peterman, Mary Chemistry Bldg. Chemistry 911 Clymer Pl. 
Go LOL 

Powelson, Dorothy Agr. Hail Agr. Bact. 2llz N. Rendall 
G. 591 

Rensome, Beverly Biochem. Bldg. Biochemistry 1612 Regent St. - 
B. 4495 

Reynolds, May Home Ec. Bldg. Home Ec. 3326 Blackhawk 
; B. 4972 

Richards, Audrey Bo Pe Le Fa Pe Le 1815 Regent St. 
B. 4676 

Riker,Mrs.Regina Hort. Bldg. Plant Path. 211 N. Spooner 
F, 4074 

Rusch,Mrs.Lenore 2708 Regent St. 
G. 4353 

Schubring, 410 N. Pinckney 
Mrs. Selma B. 3816 

Smith, Eleanor Genetics Bldg. Genetics 1104 W. Johnson



Sey a 
Snell, . ve ee BO Peunset. Cb. 
Mrs. Ketherine G. 3306-R 

Struckmeyer, | Moore Hall Horticulture 2217 Oakridge 
Burdeen Be Gey 

Tappins,Ketherine a (Botany) Chadbourne Hall 
U. 763 

Thwaites, Mrs. Amy : ae "41 Roby Rd. 
os . eas Go 3178 : 

Toki, Toshi .. Selence Hall | Geography Route 4 
: Q i F. 762-W 

; Wekeman, Nellie Chemistry Bldg. . (Pharmacy) 1814 Keyes Av. 
: £586 

Walliker, : Biochemistry Bldg. Biochemistry 1104 W. Johnson 
Catherine : Deeb eOd 

: Wipf, Louise Genetics Bldg. Genetics B21 Cisfrord Ct. 
: F. 2466 

: Zepplin, Merie Biochem. Bldg. Biochemistry 2153 N. Mills 
: ea oe



Military veology Unit, 
U. S. Geol. Survey, 
Washington 25, UV. U., 
Aug. 3,1945. 

Dear Professor ‘hwaites: 

Living here as an office geologist, 1 often think back to 
those two very pleasant summers in Wisconsin. Are you having 
opportunity for field work nowr I'm looking foreward to gettin: 
out again perhaps next summer, at any place possible. 

During week-end hiking trips in the blue xidge near here, 
i've found several rock streams similar to those of the Baraboo 
area, though longer and on much lower gradients. Periglacial 
solifluction seems the only answer, altho these are up to more 
than a hundred miles from the glacial border. ‘hinking a bout 
these las given me many new ideas applicable to the baraboo 

occurrences, which 1'm still hoping to write up before too long. 

Did £ mention to you the giant glacial grooves which 1 
saw in the Northwest verritories of Uanada? ‘they're up to 
about a hundred feet deep, fifty yards or more wide, and up to 
miles long. ‘I'rend both parallel and transverse to structure. 
i've been doing some looking around in the literature to find 
something comparable, but so far without suecess. Do you have 
any references to such, features postdating the ones in your i 
Outline of Glacial Geology? 

Have you seen Cotton's recent books on geomorphology? 
I believe that he is far ahead of all others. 

I learn that Trask is joining your department. He should 
be a good man. You've certainly been having a turnover since 
the war began. 

Are you doing much with aerial photos now? I see them 
frequently in connection with the work that we're doing here, 
which covers large portions of the globe, but have little time 
to think about the photogrammetric aspects. One thing that I'm 
looking foreward to now is taking aerial photos,especially in 
color, of places of geological interest, as soon as restréttions 
are removed, They should be extremely useful for teaching. 
There are several places in Wisconsin that I'd particularly 
like to get to show glacial landforms. 

Will look foreward to seeing you again and talking over 
things geomorphic, when better days come. 

Cordially yours, 

HU Lvsoe
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ee August 13, 1945 

Dr. H. f U. Smith, 
Military Geology Unit, : 
U. 8. Geological Survey, 
Yashingten 26, 2. 6. 

Dear Smith: 

Youre of the Srd did not reach me until last Setudday : 
decause J went te the hospital on July 9 for a double hernia operation, 
This was the third for one side but now I was sewed up with tantalum 
wire so that the drop back nearly to sere strongth after a few days 
with catgut does not take place. Of course, I am still sore ani very 
lame bat time ought te cure that and I new hepe te be able to carry on 
for some time yet. Gace fasl ants ak ade Soon bats co har ee 

I was up te Devils Lake yesterday tut naturally could not 
eee ao ae ne eae 

4 in proving that a different from the present is required for 
f the "stene @ivers® Most of then are due to erosion by modern drainage 

of an older mantle of rubbie and elay. "hie mantle which forms an 
apron at the foot of the bluffs may have boon forse’ wider 4ifferont 
@limatie conditions, Of course, some seem to have moved en mace 
end this movement would be easier with more snow or more water, 

" Mo, T hed not heard of the giant groovee and have neo references 
on them. So many years of war for Canada mst have set them back 
terribly. 

f have read Gottents books very carefelly and agres with you 
that they are shead of the Anerican books on geomorphology most of 
which are about of freshmen grade or lover. T have been making use of 
my five semesters in Physics te rework some mathematical concepts of 
zeonorpholegy. 

Yes, we certain’y will have a different atmosphere in Sefence 
Hell than of old. Besides Trask Cline is to come. Fut Tyler may be 
back and that may soften the trensition, _ : 

I have not dene much with aerial photes recently. lasses 
have been amall. We have used your book for « reference and I started 
requiring your derivation of the nerallex equation, 

ast summer and parts of this I have worked on a thorough 
revision of the Oytiine of Glacial Geolegy. This will use sterco 
pairs for some iliustrations and » few other photoes taken on the ground. 

It ic a Big job and I wish I knew how to publish it. I have been 
wnable te hear from Edwards Brothers and think they mist be gone out of 
business. : 

Well, let's hope the war will end soon ond we ean all get 
bask to normal ! 

Sincerely,
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NATIONAL CREDIT IDENTIFICATION CARD py) Nas) <Niieee) ai eae? Cor oars Cape SIV tit =e 

‘ “STANDARD OIL.C CMa Saas 
SR RAS) (5p BRS) (5 NTA, Pie) (at) (AAD) (6; A 
“Snoreoop SEER” SS) » 
a GREBRBARL PS a0 Ge Ga (ER Ei Gin Game 6 phi) 4g! Aung? Ne) Ce) ie) | ee 
— = a LICENSE: UMBER a 

Spe sgragaen = UNLESS Lic we: 
Frederick T. Thwaites Ni BUOWwES 6 
41 Roby Road ors any RUS < 
Madison 5, Wis. OW mo (ame 

Be) hap WNBA 
oO 5 io a ear > ae 

ws) Nas) Nes) aS as) CNS) es) we) -250896-2h ae 

__SEE BELOW FOR CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH. THIS CARD MAYBE HONORED 

This card may be used by customer whose name and vehicle 
license number are shown on face hereof in purchasing on 
credit merchandise (except batteries, tires, tubes, automo- 
bile accessories and other listed articles under Federal Con- 
sumer Credit Regulations, so long as such Regulations shall 
remain in effect) manufactured or distributed by Standard 
Oil Company (Indiana) or by any of the within named 
Companies, at any place of business reselling such mer- 
chandise; also for purchase of tire repairs, lubrication, bat- 
tery service and washing. Credit is limited to deliveries and 
services made to the vehicle whose license number appears 
hereon. 

Distributors may honor this card at their option. 

Acceptance of This Card Implies Agreement to Following Conditions: 
1—Owner assumes full responsibility for credit extentied to anyone 
through presentation of this card. 2—Terms: All purchases to be due 
on receipt of statement. 3—Any alteration or erasures hereon will 
void the card at the option of Company. 4—This card must be 
presented at time of each purchase. 5—Card to be rettrned to issuing 
office if owner disposes of motor vehicle to which issued. 6—Card to be 
surrendered promptly upon request of Company, who reserves the right 
to discontinue credit deliveries and cancel this card immediately without 
notice, otherwise it expires as shown hereon. FORM 244Q
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TEXAS HUMBLE OIL & REFINING CO. 
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SUBJECT 

Dear Friends 

Please consider the enclosed STANDARD OIL NATIONAL CREDIT IDENTIFICATION 

CARD, made out in your name, as a warm invitation to make frequent use 

of the services, facilities and products available at Standard dealer 

stations. 

Before wartime regulations compelled their discontinuance, many thousands 

of our customers took advantage of the convenience of our credit cards. 
Restrictions have now been removed and we are mailing you this card in 

the sincere belief that you, too, will find its use a genuine contribution 
to your motoring pleasure. 

In addition to providing a record of purchases of petroleum products for 

tax and other purposes, and eliminating the need for carrying sizable sums 
of money when you travel, your credit card will serve as a ready identifi- 

cation and assure friendly, helpful service wherever you are, thus making 
"EVERY TOWN YOUR HOME TOWN", 

Through arrangement with our subsidiaries and other companies, your Standard 

credit card will be honored in every state in the Union, and in Canada. 

We urge that you use your card in order that you may determine for yourself 

its convenience and utility. 

Ver, uly yours, 

Dy a 

P.S. In the interest of getting your card to you without oe has 
OPR-VICTORY been impossible to insert your 1945 license number. Will you do 

=, this, please, for your own protection? Thanks. 
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e fay 20 CAND 3 
HAN |\ STAMPS y 
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ANY QUOTATIONS ON PROSPECTIVE SALES, AND PRICES NAMED BY THIS COMPANY FOR 
CURRENT OR FUTURE DELIVERY ON ANY PRODUCT DELIVERED WITHIN THE UNITED STATES, 
ARE MADE WITH. THE UNDERSTANDING THAT ANY INTERNAL REVENUE TAX. WAR TAX, EXCISE 
TAX, SALES TAX! IMPORT, EXPORT, IMPOST, TONNAGE, SHIPPING OR OTHER CHARGE, OR TAX » . 
OF ANY KIND, EFFECTIVE AT THE PRESENT TIME OR HEREAFTER MADE EFFECTIVE AND 
LEVIED BY ANY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY ON THE PRODUCT, ON THE PRODUCT CON- 
TAINER, ON THE MANUFACTURE, TRANSPORTATION AND/OR SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR 
ON THE CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT. CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT PRICE, PROFITS, OR ANY 
MATTER CONNECTED THEREWITH, SHALL BE ADDED TO THE PRICE FURNISHED, AND PAID 
BY THE PURCHASER: UNLESS PURCHASER ELECTS TO WAIVE THE RIGHT TO DEMAND DELIV. 
ERY OF THE PRODUCT. OR UNLESS THIS COMPANY ELECTS TO PAY THE SAME. AND THAT IN 
THE EVENT THAT THIS COMPANY IS PREVENTED FROM MAKING DELIVERY BY PARTIAL OR 
TOTAL INTERRUPTION OF TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES, OR BY FIRES. OR STRIKES. OR BY 
ANY INTERFERENCE OF CIVIL OR MILITARY AUTHORITY. OR FOR ANY CAUSE BEYOND ITS 
CONTROL, THIS COMPANY CANNOT DELIVER SAID PRODUCT UNDER: NORMAL FREIGHTS. 
INSURANCE AND OTHER COSTS. THIS COMPANY WILL NOT BE OBLIGATED TO MAKE THE 
DELIVERY OF THE SAID PRODUCT. 

QUOTATIONS ARE LIKEWISE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT IF ANY LAW. FEDERAL. 
STATE OR LOCAL, OR ANY REGULATIONS OR RULES ISSUED THEREUNDER. OR ANY ACTION 
OF ANY FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL AUTHORITY. AND/OR THE DEPRECIATION OF THE CUR- 
RENCY OF THE UNITED STATES BY THE REDUCTION IN THE GOLD CONTENT OF THE DOLLAR. 
THE ISSUE OF FIAT MONEY. INFLATION. EXPANSION OF CREDIT. OR OTHERWISE. SHALL. IN. : 
THE JUDGMENT OF THE SELLER. REQUIRE ANY CHANGE IN THE PRICES, TERMS. AND/OR 
CONDITIONS HEREIN QUOTED. THEN IT SHALL BE UNDERSTOOD THAT SUCH CHANGES MAY 
BE MADE BY THIS COMPANY UPON NOTICE TO THE PURCHASER. : 

> STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
(CinDIANA) 
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Form 8818-B f 
RECEIPT FOR INSURED PARCEL 

ADDRESSED FOR DELIVERY AT POST OFFICE NAMED BELOW—FEE PAID 3¢—INDEMNITY UP. TO 38 

a : |Z. (Pos “a _ 
~~~ (Post office of address) | WRITE PLAINLY (State) Bins We 
CAUTION—INDEMNITY WILL NOT BE PAID UNLESS THIS RECEIPT I9/ | / 6X 

SUBMITTED A Sty t 
Insurance fee ____L3 els. Special handling ___._____ ets, . uy, d j 
Postage ee ae ag ey 
Rear open etna Bea oe ae Me y 
Restricted delivery _________ ets. Maified ice) 

Special delivery... cts. ~~" (Other endorsement) Rosa ASTER, 
NOTICE TO SENDER.—Enter below name and complete local address of ad- / 

dressee. Show also if addressed in care of person, hotel, ete. By . Ss 

SENT meee te ef a 

“IMPORTANT—READ INFORMATION ON OTHER SIDE REGARDING ENDORSEMENTS AND INDEMNITY 
o7—16—42798-1 a pet ane



A March 13, 1946 

Sears, Roebuck and Gormany , 
: Ghieago 7, Tilincls. 

3 Gentlemens 

> On Yebruary 27, 1946 J sent for <rbies 

76R0290, sive Ii. they errivel leet weelr and I 

have been waiting fer the papers, we wont size 10 

: as we find size 11 is much too lerge. Y om inclosing é 

: fourteen cente (14 canta) to cover postage on the 

i new vei, ; : 

Yours very truly, 

2 2 I
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Z GEOPHYSICS 

Mr. H. This word geophysics, just what does that mean, just what do geovhysicists 

do? 

Mr. S. I knew that one was coming. It is a tough one to answer briefly. In the 

early days in Canada when geophysical field equipment was rather heavy we 
used to say that geophysicists carry heavy weights! In a few words, geo- 
physics connects physics and geology. It is an application of the methods 

of physics to problems in geology and could equally well be called "earth— 

physics". aie : SHS ; a 
i Mr. H. Do you mean all the earth, the’ ocean, and atmosphere as well as solid 

ground? ~ B : : Le 
Mr. S. Yes, all these things are parts of geophysics but this afternoon I hope. we 

an restrict ourselves to the solid earth. Meteorology, the science of the 
_ atmosphere andof the weathé, and oceanography have become special sciences 

of their own. : i ; ie 
Mr. H. That suits me fine. I would just-as soon’keep one foot on solid.ground. . 

What I would like to know is- why’ you scientists keep.coming up with these 
new five dollar words like geophysics? I Hear ‘that geophysics is a new 
venture at the University of Wisconsin. Why does the university think it 
should spend money on geophysics? ae pee 

Mr. S.. Now you have raised a real question. Of course I can't speak for the presi- 

dent and regents, but I.think I can give you a picture of the growing im— 

: portance of geophysics in our kind of life and this will explain why geo- 
physical work is now being emphasized by educational institutions as well 
as by oil and mining companies. Geophysics has two main functions: one 
of these is exploration for certain types of essential and valuable minerals. 
This is called geophysical prospecting; and geophysical prospecting has be- 
come a primary tool of exploration. ~~ wa : i eh 

Mr. H. All that sounds: a ‘bit, technical to me. Why is geophysical prospecting re- 

garded as important? a ; ae 
ifr. S. Well, to appreciate the importance of any efficient prospecting tool it is 

necessary to picture the vital role which minerals play in our present civi- 
lization. Mineral wealth is the root of all wealth, and the primary source. 
of our amazing material prosperity. Former President Van Hise. of..the.Univ- 
ersity was a pioneer. in teaching the importance of our irreplaceable nat— _ 
tral resources and of their conservation. His successors in the department 

. of geology at Wisconsin, notably Professor C. K. Leith, Dr. W. 0. Hotchkiss, 
_-and others, have extended and emphasized ‘his teachings. Professor Leith's i 

book, "Minerals. in War and Peace" and more recently Dr. Hotchkiss's book, 
"Minerals of Might," clearly bring out the importané¢e of minerals. An-abun- 

_ dant supply of minerals is the life blood of the present social organism. 
_ In a democracy founded on mineral wealth, it's obviously important for peo- 

ple to be interested in such things. 3 
. Mr. H. That seems interesting, but could you bring out the point about our depend- 

ence on minerals a little more clearly.’ pee sae 
Mr. S. Well, I think the clearest statement about that’ is made by Hotchkiss in his 

recent book. He po&ats out that during the long centuries when the Indians 
occupied this country before the white man's arrival, the greatest. total 

population supported here was around a half million... Now the Indian is:an 

intelligent individual; so nearly like: the white man in’mental capacity that 
I understand there is still difference of opinion among the experts as to 

whether any real difference exists. The major reason why this country now 

supports 135,000,000 people on a far higher standard of living than was 
possible for the primitive Indian is merely that the white man makes abund- 
apt use of minerals. The Indian hada hunting and farming civilization; ; 

we have a mineral civilization and hunt oil and ore instead of déer and 
buffalo. 

Mr. H. I see, so you would probably claim that geophysics improves the hunting.
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Mr. S. I certainly would. Almost all new oil discoveries made in this country 
' today involve the use of geophysics, and the oil industry is the biggest 

industry in this country. To make good the annual consumption, new dis— 
coveries of about 2 billion barrels a year are needed. Just before the 
war our average consumption of crude petroleum was about 1s gallons per 

day for every man, woman, and child in the country. But the real value of 

this product in performing work is concealed by these figures. Assuming 

that the energy in the crude oil is converted into useful work by the usual 
means available, there is, as Hotchkiss points out, enough available energy 

in the petroleum produced each year to provide the equivalent of 7 slaves ) 
working 8 hours a day every day for each man, woman arid child in the coun- 

‘ try. That's why we each enjoy relatively high standards of living. D: 
Mr. H. That seems fine, but-I-wish I could get’ one of myseven slaves to tend my 

little daughter, sitters,are hard to get these days. Won't. you say some- 
thing about the savings. that. geophysics makes’ in finding these 2 billion 
barrels of new oil needed every year. eae «do peek 

Mr. §. That is: really quite a difficult question. The. trouble is that the chief 
effect of geovhysical prospecting is to enable exploration to be: carried 
out. under conditions which would otherwise be impossible. When oil-filled 

“ -gands occur at. depths of two miles, there is without. geophysicS,, no way 
: ‘to predict their location with sufficient precision to justify drilling. 

“ -Geophysicis -in effect has immensely increased ‘available ‘oil reserves by 
: “bringing new deep horizons within ‘the zone of reasonable prospecting risks. 

So the chief effect of geophysics is to make possible very difficult jobs 
_ + '“ which could not be risked at all without its help. Even'so, the number of 

z wasted or dry wells has been considerably reducéd by use of geophysics. 

‘In certain regions competent geophysical firms have hadreally phenomenal 
records. In Venezuela one firm has had only one or. two dry. holes, in the 
last seven or eight years, -- a nearly 100% score. That is certainly 

: making the drill holes pay! ae il ois 
Mr. H.. TheR geophysics must save considerable sums in drilling costs. 

Mr. S. Yes, especially when one considers that deep wells may cost around $100,000 

ca . * each; and sometimes much more. ; 
Mr. H. It must be quite a responsibility to give the 'go ahead! signal on explora- 

: tion "bets" of -this.kind that may cast several million dollars.a throw! 
Mr. S. Of course it is - and the responsibility for prospecting in this country 

‘ ' rests on a felatively few experienced men. There are only about 1,000 men- 
bers ‘in the Society of Exploration Geophysicists and. 4,000 in the American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists, --as compared with other professional 

: »  gocieties like: the American Chemical Society with it's 38,000 membebds. 

Mr. H. What kind of training do you think students entering geophysics need to fit 
: . + ‘them for these complicated prospecting problems? It must take a real Sher- 

: lock Holmes to detect an oil field two miles below the surfacé.. . 
Mr. S. On the contrary it takes a well organized team or staff of them. It is too 

_ + auch of ‘a job for one brain to carry. But to ariswer your question about 
oe training --.A1l geologists need to know something about geophysics because 

' geophysics has become a factor, small or large; in almost every exploration 

. problem whether it be for oil or ore, Those who wish to specialize in the 
subject can-do no. better than to ground themselves thoroughly in the three 

"R's" of science. That is. to say, in the three basic sciences of mathe- 
as matics, iphysics and;chemistry. These will give the young. geophysicist a 

good ‘core of. science to. build upon, If he: gets that, the embellishments 
will come relatively easy. Graduete training leading to a-doctorate degree 

: “is almost essential if a man wishes to qualify himself.for. future leader- 
ship in this field. Cie ek # : : lab re 

Mr. H. That must mean that the emohasis is on quality rather than quantity.
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Mr. S. You are 100% right. The need is for well trained scientists because the 
responsibilities are great. As in @ medical school, much expense is de- 
voted to the training of relatively few studdénts. This is later abund- 
antly returned to society in the essential and difficult services per-— 

formed. Of course the number of geophysicists needed is by ne means as 
great as doctors, and not every school need set up facilities for training 

them. It is better to concentrate facilities in a few suitable places and 

do the job well, than to do it partially at numerous places. 

i Mr. H. I am sure you consider Wisconsin a good nlace for training geophysicists. 
Mr. S. Of course, how could I think otherwise in speaking over the State Stations? 

But, seriously, Wisconsin has always been a kading ‘school in the geologi- 

x eal sciences, — ever since the days of Sterling and Van Hise. Its geology 

department.,.has been noted as few others for the leadership its graduates 
ae have attained. Its physics department, although of course not primarily 

interested, in exploration, has also contributed much to geophysics. In- 
' deed, in former. years much work was done. at the university which would now 

be called geophysics. “For example, the work of Professor Ingersoll in the 
“deep mines of the Michigan peninsula furnished the best information then 
available about the loss of heat.from the! earth. The important joint re-— 

port on the tides by Wisconsin andChicago scientists, and the pioneer work 
: “here on the flow of underground waters were also géonhysical projects. 

2 _As early as 1924, Professor Max Mason, then in the physics department here, 

' initiated the first extensive research program in this country on the de- 
10°" tection of ore bodies by geophysical methods. Furthermore, the Wisconsin 

Geological Survey, under Dr. Hotchkiss, and later Mr. Bean, was the first 

to introduce extensive use of magnetic methods in geological surveys - 
and of course that is applied to geophysics. © : : 

Mr. H. That all adds up to quite a geophysical story, doesn't it! : 
Mr. 5. Yes, it really does. There ig no doubt that Wisconsin has a fine tradi- 

tion of cooperation in physics and geology, and an excellent record of per- 

formance in these two fields. In fact, it is natural that prospecting 

should loom large here. We are near the biggest iron producing region in 

the world in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin, near the copper region of 
the Michigan peninsula, near some of the earliest mines in, the country 

in the lmd-zine area’ of southwest Wisconsin. “I even hear rumors about 4 
new zircon deposit in the Wausau area. No, ‘it:is not surprising that Wis- 

consin continues to be interested in developing good geologists and algo 

good geophysicists. : : A : 
Mr. H. You have said quite alot: about geophysical prospecting for oil. Won't 

you say a word: about the way a campaign.is laid out And what geophysical 

methods are used?.— ! 
Mr. S. First comew the selection on purely geological grounds of favorable areas,- 

6 The source beds of oil are alweys sands or other sediméntary rocks, parti- 
: cularly rocks which were originally formed from materials deposited in 

shal low seas near their‘ sltiores or beaches. Porous sandstones are the most 
common oil bearing rocks. Where such rocks are known to occur the area 

may have possibilities for oil concentrations. For example, much. of the 

states of Texhs and Oklahona is known to be prospective oil lands. After 

selecting a suitable area it is common practice to make a preliminary 

search for favorable conditions in these rocks by means of gravity measure- 
ments or magnetic. measurements, or sometimes by’ both. Such measurements 

may, for example, reveal features of the topography of the older igneous 

rocks upon which the sediments were originally deposited. Such hidden 
topogravhic features can be evaluated in terms of their possible effect 

upon the occurrence of. oil pockets or oil traps. You see the searck for 

oil is today still only an indirect one. 

Mr. H. What do you mean by that? — :
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Mr. S. I mean that one cannot find the oil itself without a drill hole. All one 

can do.is locate so-called "traps" in which oil might be expected to ac— 

cumulate. For example, the infamous Teapot Dome is thought of as a dome- 

like shape or structure in the deep rocks produced by gentle bending of 
the rock layers in such a way that an inverted saucer-ike structure re- 

} sulted, capable of trapping any oil, gas, or water tending to flow into 

it from beneath. 
Mr. H. Yes, but about these gravity andmagnetic measurements. just what are they 

and what do they mean? : 
Mr. §. Well, in the case of the gravity work -- the pull of gravity on any given g 

chunk of material changes just a very little from place to place depending ; 
among other things, on the weight of the underlying rocks. The so-called 
gravimeter measures by ‘the extension of a special highly sensitive spring 
the changes in.the pull of gravity from place to place. In this manner 
it is possible to learn something about the thickness of the lighter: rocks 

in which oil may occur and about the changing depth to tthe heavier base- 

ment rocks. 
Mr. H. That instrument must be @ highly sensitive one.: : : 
Mr. S. It is one of the most sensitive instruments ever devised. In actual field 

operations it detects changes of gravity of only a few ‘parts in a hundred 
million. By the way, since Mr. Ickes has recently brought to public atten— 

tion the oil reserves under the sea in the coastal regions: of: California, 

you may be interested in hearing that gravimeters are used-on the sea bot- 
tom under several, hundred feet of water for’ prospecting for. dil structures 
at seas ess 25 Bae : 3 be s é - x 

Mr. H. That is very interesting,” but suppose such structures seem to be indicated 

by gravity reac@ings or magnetic readings? . What next?:.- ; Z 
Mr. S. Well, the next stage is usually: the use of a remarkably. accurate tech- - ues 

nique known as’ seismic reflection. prospecting. In »rinciple, this ‘closely 
resenbles a common »rocedure at sea about which you may have heard, namely 

the sounding of the depth of water beneath ashin by measuring the time of 
return from the sea bottom of an echo. produced bya sharp underwater sound 
pulse sent out from the ship. Sound waves travel in solid rock in about ; 

the same.way as they do in air or water, --echoes are’ returned from bound- 

aries vetween different kinds of rocks: just as an echo may be obtained 
from & suitavle cliff. In the seismic case, however, a complicated pat— 

tern of reflections is obtained from the various rock layers, hence it:is 

essontial to record these echoss permanently, so they may be carefully eee 

studied and interpreted later. The instrument and special camera used for 
this purpose, is, as you know, called a seismograph. As you: can easily 

imagine, the research staffs have made many short cuts and improvements in - 

the art of obtaining desirable types of records of these echoes and in 
interpreting: the complicated story which they tell. Just to indicate how 
good. this’ work can be under favorable conditions, predicted depths two : 
miles below ‘the grass roots frequently aré confirmed by drilling with an 
error of less than 100 feet. - fae. . : 

ile. E. You have seid very little about ore prospecting. What about the use of : 

geophysics. in exploration for ores?’ : : 3 é 

Mr. S. I think the full possibilities of geophysical work in the prospecting for 
ore are yet to be realized. Of course much work has’ beén done in ore pros- 
pecting with geophysical methods and many new oré bodies and extensions 

of old ones have been found, but the results are not so spectacular as 

in the case of oil and to date smch less effort has béen devoted to improv- 

ing geophysical méthods: for finding ore. However, during the last few 

years much greater interest is being-shown’in this subject by large mining 

gompanies. I believe geophysics will give important ‘aid in the discovering - - 

of new ore bodies. As Leith has pointed out, there has not been a major
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mineral discovery, save oil and potash, in the United States since 1915, — 

or in Europe since 1850. The need for further discoveries is becoming more 
pressing and I believe geophysics is capable of supplying much help in 

meeting this need. 
Mr. H.That sounds encouraging. I admit I have not been aware of the tough going 

here or in Europe in prospecting for new mines. 
Mr. S. The old world, namely Western Europe, has really grown old in the sense that 

its mineral resources are old and well on their way to depletion. Russia, 

~ on the other hand, is truly a new country, in the sense that its great min-— 

- eral wealth is still largely untouched. Our good bankers always warn their 

; customers against the danger of living off their capital and I have ‘heerd’ 

tell that down: in Maine dipping into one's capital is considered a major 
crime. But the State and Nation should renember that we are all living 
primarily off our non-replaceable mineral capital, and that at a good merry 

rate! Speaking of ore reserves, we have recently been reading in the paper 

about the great new iron discoveries in ‘the western Labrador region, which 

are to be compared only with the Mesaba depdsits in grade and size. I have~ 
been told that magnetic work has proven quite helpful’ in the discovery of 
these ore. deposits. The techniques used were quite similar to those used 
in the iron mining regions: of northeastern Wisconsin. You will recall that 

I.mentioned the early work of the Wisconsin Geological Survey in mapping 

that area magnetically. aS : 
Mr. H. I think you said some time near the beginning that geophysics has two main 

functions. What did you mean by: that? ees i ‘ | 
Mr. S. I have explained one of them -- the prospegting ‘function which has recently 

come somewhat spectacularly into the. oil business. The second function, 
from a long range point of view, is probably as significant and important 

as the first, --if not more so. The second function is the study of the 
physical workings or behavior of this planet.: It is obvious that science 

needs to know all it can about the nature and construction of the earth as 
the home of mankind. Clearly, the study of man cannot well be divorced 
from the study of the home on-which he lives. Furthermore, in studying the 

sole available planet accessible to our close inspection, we are inevitably 

studying.some aspects of nature not reproducible in laboratories. From this 

point of view the study of earth-physics resembles that of astronomy. Both 

are suitable for extending the breadth of observation beyond the narrow | 
limits set by manmade laboratories. ak : : 

Mr. H. Won't you enlarge a little on that point? - 
Mr. S.. Well, one of the first things:we might note is the enornously great age of 

_. the earth as revealed by radioactive measurenent. No tine intervals nearly 
so long as those recorded in geology are elsewhere available. The tiny 
‘anounts of radioactive naterials: found in rocks provide, luckily, kinds’ of 

i clocks which so to speak were set going when the rock first congealed and 
: have been kept going ever since at a known and constant rate. These clocks 

: provide the neans accurately of measuring the times between events in the 
long and active history of the earth. We find that the oldest rocks were 

formed on the surface about two or. three billion years ago. These long 

tines provide a means of checking ‘over exceedingly long intervals the valid- 

ity of certain physical laws which can be tested in the laboratory only 

throughout very brief intervals... This interesting information concerning 

the unchanging rates of radioactive disintegration is furnished by evidence 

formed during the first half of the earth's existence. The study of the 

radioactivity of rocks is just beginning and will, I an sure, tell us much 

more than we now know about the history of events in the younger days of 
the earth. Dr. Hurley at Wisconsin is one of the leaders in this growing 

field. :
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Mr. E. It does seem queer to me that you should show concern about events that 
occurred more than one thousand million years ago. Can you explain such 

interest? ‘ 
Mr. S. Yes, I think so. I hate to Dring in the commercial aspects again but fre- 

quently the almighty dollar affords the easiest out-for a quick explanation- 

even though other, and better reasons may be concealed by emphasis on the 
mere financial aspects. It happens that much of the ore which is providing 
our material prosperity today was laid down in rocks during the first half 
of the earth's lifetime, and, accordingly we are vitally interested,in 

learning more about the detailed story of those days. This story, when E 

more fully revealed, will be of much help in the search for ore, --if you Fs 

need a practical reason. : d 
Mr. EH. I guess that explains it. Fortunately we are concerned just now with the 

next four minutes, -- when our time is up. Is there something more that 

you ought to get in before the bell rings? 

Mr. S. Oh, yes, there is plenty more, but,.as you say, there is not much time. 

Besides providing the only really long time scale, the earth furnishes a 

ea ay kind of test laboratory where the pressures and temperatures are far higher 
: than we can achieve in man-made laboratories. At only 200 miles below the 
"surface the pressure in the earth is about $ayf00 atmospheres; at the 

center about 3 million atmospheress Comparé th the highest working 
pressures obtained in the laboratory, .of about 100,000 atmospheres. Under 
great pressures deep in the earth, theory predicts a change in’ the compress-— 
ibility of rock materials. Such theories have apparently been confirmed 

from observations concerning the velocity of propagation of earthquake 
waves through the upper B00 miles of the earth's crust. The earth's crust 
with all its hundreds of different minefals occurring in many different 

_ types of associations and concentrations affords unique conditions for the 
study of fundamental questions in both chemistry and physics. Restricting 
ourselves to the purely physical side, the creep and flow phenomena exhib- 
ited by rocks, and the recrystallizations observed to have occurred in them 

under changing conditions of great stress and pressure bear directly upon 
fundamental questions of the creep and flow of solids and in particular of : 
metals used in engineering. With the advent of high temperature steam 

plants and of even higher temperature gas turbines, rocket motors and jet 
propulsion, this subject of plasticity and creep is becoming very important 

in mechanical engineering.. : i : 
Mr. H, This subject geophysics seems to have a broad coveragel. . 
Mr. S. Yes, and it is perhaps natural that it should, since I might remark that 

the earth itself if in the habit of covering quite a broad field., In fact, 

there ere many interesting, and little-wderstood phenomena about, the earth 

whose study should some day lead to new Imowledge of immnortance. Magnets, 
for example, have been Enown since the days of the Greeks and Romans, and 

no doubt back to primitive man's first, discovery of lodestone or nagnetite 

_efystals, We know. that the earth itself is a great magnet and this fact - 
has been used to guide navigation since before the time of Columbus. But 

Be we Still are searching unsuccessfully for. the true cause of the earth's 
magnetism. It is these larger..questions in geophysics, wherein better 
understanding of the basic nature of things is sought, which should be re- 

garded as more significant. and worthy of effort, than, those aspects which 

can prey immediate returns 1n the discovery of oil and ore.
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October 17, 1946 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 

Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

-Last February at the 19th Annual VYonvention of The tllinois Water 

Well Drillers Association plans were initiated for revamping and 
expanding The lllinois Well “riller. A copy of our first, Mid- 
summer, issue of this journal is enclosed. The Fall Issue is now 
at the printers and will probably be in the mail by the end of 
this month. ‘tour name has been placed on our mailing list to re- : 
ceive that and all future issues. 

Despite its name, The Illinois Well Driller is being sent to all 
drillers in the Midwest states of Wisconsin, 1towa, Missouri, 
indiana, and Michigan in addition to all the Illinois drillers. 
Present plans call for further expansion in circulation during 
1947, with the hope that eventually this will become, in effect, 

the trade journal of the water well drilling industry with national 
coverage and national circulation. to this end the name of the 
journal will be changed, probably in July, 1947, to The Water Well 
Driller. SSS ee 

You and your work on groundwater in Wisconsin and Lilinois are 
well known to many drillers in this area, and i have been asked 
to contact you relative to contributing articles to the journal. 
The choice of subject matter can be left to vour discretion. Any 
article, or series of articles, that you mav care to contribute 
would be greatly appreciated. You would be free to use as much 
{llustrative material as you desired. 

Copy for tne Yecember +ssue is now being gathered with a deadline 
of November 15. ‘The deadline for our February (Program) issue 
will be January lst. The latter issue is to be the most ambitious 
endeavor to date, and we would be very pleased if it contained a 
contribution from you. J would appreciate hearing from vou on this 
matter at your convenience. Hie 

: “ff te 
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Prof. H. 7. U. smith, Ae ae 
2 Dept. of Geolegy, Eos ; 
: Univercity of Kansas, 
‘- Tavreace, Keuses ‘ ; 

Dear Pref. swith: é 

ee Shank you for yours of the 16th with check = a 
foe the beck 1 sent rou. T do not remember Just wey t reduced 

= : the sive of the wan in ths lost edition but thin: 4¢ was b e- : | 
cause of the stale on which 1t was drawn, I an milling you | 
under denaratc cover 2 black line print ef the ori¢inal. % : 
There te ne charee for this, This was traeed from the map of 
worth America in the raking of which T had a part. eae 

: ‘With regaré to the source of the map of loess 
i used an advance cony of Narbut's Atlas of Anericean Arricultu 
ze. I heve not consulted the final sony. The = of loess : 

on. the wap of North America ia decidedly inferior to this. = 

; The geonerphelozy tert fe now at a standstill 
E as wy clansce are so large I ean get little tine fer 1t.. i 

T hone to reswie field werk next summer but as yet plans sre : 
host uncertain. e 

: dest regaris, 3 Be é 

Sincerely, : 

2 

f :
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Mey 12, 1947 

: Dear Dean Shvehjant : 

ir. Goorge W. Starke hes asked me to write you 

= in rogard to his work with me, uy only experience with him has been 

3 in Mepping, Geology ll, this eurront semester, His cork in what 

7 ~ wes very good. Final grades have not bean computed xt the ime of 

= writing but proliniaary estimate indicates that he will make a B, : 

He proved a hard worker on the veces ficld trip to Devils Lake 

amd think is worthy of « trial ia the Gruduete school, : 

Vory truly yours, f 

: Py %e Chunites, ansiotant Professor of 
Geology



S 

May M4, 1947 

Dr. “illian T. stafford, 
Firet Central Building, 
Hadisen 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Stafford: 

3 Last February I read an article 

; in the Miluoukee Journal about the use of 

glutamic acid in casse similar to Bob's. 

The imsediete effects seem to »e good. 

; De you think ite use would be : 

beneficial? . 
: : Youre very truly, : 

- fuy M. Thwaites 
Z ' :
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dune 30, 1947 : 

Dear ire. Sohmidts _ g : 

The pictures arrived just es Thomas was : 3 
: setting ready to go to Camp Tichora. Nop he is 

ie busy developing the film he took «% camp. Tom 
wants me to thank Mr.Jehmidt for then. He was 

: especially interested in the solored plegures. 

' Seborday nignt there tas quite a stern — : 
at Camo Tishora. Mve-~foot saves tore dow the 3 

: pier anc wrecked two war canes whieh cannot be 
“ Fepla¢ed. . 

About three weeks ago Minnie Hastings 

Saliod up from the church office and asked me to 4 
ae ee ae a : 3 

@ | £inG envther avartmont for his family. His Z 
wifs and daughter are at Wild ose with her father . 
she is the Presbyterian winivtor. . 

: _  A-mew get of tires bas enabled us to take ; 
: several short tripes:we went to Nilwaukee two weeks 

: ego tomorrows to Comp Tichora the laet two dunddyes : 
and to Plywouth laet Saturday. : , ; a 

: i @hall be glad to hear about your trip Se — 
_ thie year. Ae yet our plans are very uncertain. ane 

, Sinserely, ; = 

ee Seem : 

oes wo) ie 3 
i < 5 ae / : 

2 : i aes ee 

: s f sy ; = ae eS



Yive Quxfov-o Schade = ‘ 
¥q0 ated ne. wes 

: June 1, 1947 © at , Y\V 
: Ynapluoeee, “| 

Dear Mra. Schmidt: 

In answer to your letter of Aoril 5 
(It seems impossible I have been so — 

: answering.) Tom will be much pleased the 
enlargements end colored printa. 

We appreciate your invitation to see : 
the plebares, but there is little liklihood of 
our coming as we have to go west or north to 
avoid hay fever. 

3 . I wanted te take Tom out to see the 
: flatifine. I guess they have spoiled then 

te a large extent by building seats between 
them. 

I went through Yellowstone the latter . 
part of June when the dweded wild flowers vere : 
in bloom in the slpine meadows. I think Mr. 
Sehmidt would like Glacier better than Yellowstone, 
The rocks, however, are black and white and not 
colored like they are in Gclerado. The trip te 
the north rim of Grand Canyon is also very lovely. : 

Try to step off in Madison on your way 
west and we'll take you to see Devils Leke. 

Sincerely,
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THE COMPOSITION OF THE SUGAR MAPLE HEMLOCK | 
YELLOW BIRCH ASSOCIATION IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN 

By Forest Walden Stearns 

Written under the supervision of J. T. Curtis, Associate 
: Professor. 

Data gathered in three "virgin" or undisturbed stands 

of the northern hardwood forest growing in northern Wis- 

consin show that although there is considerable varia- ‘ 

tion between comuunities there is sufficient homogenicity 

to establish a typical grouping of species, the sugar 

maplo-hemlock-yellow birch association, which may be con- 

sidered as the normal climax forest for northern Wiscossin, 

This association is found on relatively fertile and well 

drained loamy soils and is replaced by an edaphic climax 

: of pine species on the sandy soils. 

The composition of the sugar maple-hemlook-yellow 

birch association, determined on the basis of dominance 

(taking an average of the three stands) is as follows; 

sugar maple (Acer saccharum) 28 per cent, hemlock (Tsuga 

Ganadensis) 23,8 per cent, yellow birch (Betula lutea) 

2he9 per cent, basswood (Tilia anericama) 13.8 per cent, 

white pine (Pinus Strobus) 4.6 per cent, American elm 

(Ulmus americana) 2 per cent, with the remaining 3 per 

cent made up of assorted minor species including fronwood 

(Qstrya virginiana), blue beech (Garpinus caroliniana), 

white ash (Fraxinus gmericana) and balsam fir (Abies 2
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balsamea). ‘Typical shrubs of the climax are Corylus 

gornuta, Dirca palustris, and Ribes Cynosbati, while 

the most common herbaceous species include Maianthemun 

ganedense, Dryopteris spinulosa, Polygonatum pubescens 
Clintonia borealis, Lycopodium obscurum and Viola spp. 

The composition of any stand shifts from time to 

time depending upon the natural vicissitudes to which 

the forest is subjected, The records made by the sur- 

veyors in 1657 and 1859 indicate that forest composition 

then was very similar to composition at the present time, 

Natural catastrophes are to be considered a normal and 

common occurrence in the life of the forest and may take 

the form of windfall, fire, ice storm, or insect or 

fungus epidemic, The ultimate result of each individual 

occurrence upon forest composition depends not only upon 

environmental conditions preceeding the event but also 

upon those following it, The composition at a partic- 

ular spot is never stable but varies continually with 

bhe passage of time, 

New and more exact methods are needed in field 

ecology, particularly methods which will facilitate 

interpretation of relationships between individual 

plants and between plants and their environment, Several 

techniques are suggested, including an adaptation of ‘ 

the point observation quadrat, use of chi square and 

presence and absence correlations, and a study of mioro- ce
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shifts in dominant species. The need for further age 

studies in consideration of stand history is also 

emphasized, 

The northern hardwood forest is shown to be fairly 

homogensous in composition, The sugar maple-hemlecke . 

yellow birch climax association in the Lake States 

differs chiefly in a single component, beech, from the 

5 climax in the Zast which is a beech-hemlock or beech- 

hemlock-yellow birch-maple association, There is a 

strikingly close relationship between the eastern and - 

western associations in their several lower strata, The — 

northern hardwood forest is considered as a subformation : 

of the deciduous forest complex with the southern hard- : 

wood forest as the other subformation, The comparative 

simplicity of the. northern as compared to the southern 

hardwood forest appears to be related to the more recent 

(post glacial) development of the northern component and 

%o the fact that climatic limitations of many species of 

the more complex southern component prevent their north- 

ward migration. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLICATION . 
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a Mrs. Gustave Schmidt, A 2 
= 89 Oakview Avenue, : es 

Maplewood, New Jersey : Se 

July 22, 1947 j oe 

Dear Mrs. Schmidts _ oS 

We have enjoys¢ your pestala ‘from Glacler 2 eS 
ond Yellowstone. ff eam glad that you liked Glacier. a= 

: then I was there in 1925, I wlked ever Pisgen Peas. 5 

So you rexonber tee nome of the actel you a ee 
- stayed ia while in enver last year? The trip se 5 

Z took last year is the only one that comes within Se 
: our price reage. As I do act think we would care : 5 

te repeat it, | am thinking of going freesisnce and — 
steying in Denver most of the time. tom aleo wots  . ae 
te go back to the Jerden of the Gods and walk around en 
in leisure. If we do decide te so, I vent to be ~ se 
sure of hotel renervationa. — ; aed 

tf reports that vrieee in uorthern fiscoasin 2 
are d@ropoiag prove true, the whole family may be able a 

: 46 spond a vecation together. : oa 

Se were nt Lake Geneva on 4umust 12 and ia 
the boys ned a grand time swimming. Laat Sunday we : 

: wont to Recky Arbor State Park just north of Hiacone Sues 
; : sin Delis and then *o Goid #ater Canyons ‘Tow the : 

boys feek entiofied thet they have besn at the Deils. : Be : 

ee . $insorely, : ao



= April 1, 1948 / 

Dear Mrs. Schmidt: : 

Have been intending to write you ever since I - : 
received your Christmas curd telling ebout your operation. 
I trust that you sre now fecling quite up te par. From 
experience I know how long it takes to zet back one's E 

: strength. If one hae to teke Xereya ae [ did in 1945 2 
recovery is very much retarded. Z 

i) : Dees your acn finieh nis junier or senior year 
at Georgia Tech tnis year? Tom is.now @ junior ia west 
High and 3411 19 a freshman. Toey area both up in the 
attic with a friend taking cictures with an old camera 
of Fred's that has a. portrait lens. 

Before spring yvasnation began last Friday, the z 
boys inforneé me that they could hardly be home at all. : 

: # group of atouts vas over on Friday and olemaed aa overe 5 
night to begin Teeter Sunday. - Sefore their plans were 
comsleted, it began te rain end Tow became lese enthusiastic 
much to Bill'e disgust, but Tom had exporienced a aight 

. of vain et the esot where they tere to camp. In tha . 
morning we azoke to séo 2 apring blizzard in presresd. 
#@ all hed te shovel. The ence etopsed about noon and 
the plowe veachs? our street in the afternoon. I was :



thankful the snow came on Friday night. If it had oce 

curred on Sunday night, the boys would have been sosked ar es 
the minute they left their mountuin tents on Yonday morning : 

: and we sould fiot have been able to reseue thom until 
evening provided the cids read om thich they "ere encamped : : 
had also been plowed. The beys have aad a perfectly - 
miserable week following the grand week taen school wae : 
in session. Thue far it rained end snowed on Fridays - : 
snowed on Saturday; snowed and reined on Mondays and 
rained Wednesday mornings Rein and perhaps anow is pree 
dicted for tomorrow nivht. ; ; 

Due te the cold weather we have had to have 
our geo inteke cleanad of te three tiues. Only this : 
morning we had to have the man cut bere because ovr gas 
furnese refesed to light hecause the pilot wae stuffed 
with carbon which wee probably cauved by low preseurs i 
when the intake pive ses clogged. co 

Tom bao beucht himself e new bicyele with : 

hia own wonsye 

Thevrh Tom wos suite miecrable at times, the ~- 
benadryl mede 1+ posstble for him te stay in Madieon : 
aad we 41d aot vet avay at all. { hopo we shall be : 
able ta get to Nouchten at lcext thie sunner. ; 

Fred takes his mappihg class te Devile Lake, : 
E about 45 miles north of kere, for the University Ipring e 

Vocation which begfins Aprad 17+ : 

Plesse do aot be ae tardy in anawering my 2 

: letter as 1 have been in answering yours. 
Sincerely, 

s a



CONSTITUTION 

Beta Chapter of Sigma Delta Epsilon 

ARTICLE I, Name and object. 

Section 1, The name of this organization shall be the Beta 
Chapter of Sigma Delta Epsilon, Graduate Women's Scientific 

Fraternity; its motto, ¢vvomeiwmeval dra € 
meaning "united in friendship through science". ee 

Section 2. The object of this organization shall be: to promote 
interest in saience; to provide a society for the recognition 
of women working in science: to provide for securing combined 
action by them; and to provide for regular meetings for 
furthering their common interests. 

ARTICLE II. Qualifications of members, 

Section 1. Any woman who holds a degree from a recognized in- 
stitution of higher learning, and who has been or is engaged 
in research in one of the mathematical, physical or biological 
sciences shall be eligible for membership. 

Section 2, An active member shall be a woman who holds a degree 
from a recognized institution of higher learning and (1) is 
engaged in original investigation; or (2) is registered for 
an_ advanced decree that requires the completion of an original 
research problem in one of the nbove named fields of science 
and has done enough work thereon to demonstrate the posses— 
sion of research ability, cr (3) holds such a degree and is 
actively engaged in scientific work. A candidate for active 
membershin shall, before initiation, be instructed in the 
aims and histcry cf the fraternity, in its traditions of 
scientific objectives, and in the provisions of its national 
and chapter constitutions and by-laws. 

a. Active members pay full dues and have all the privi- 
ieges of the Fraternity, They shall be in residence and may 
Continue in active membership as lone as they maintain con- 
tact with the chapter by paying dues and fulfilling such 
other requirements as the chanter may prescribe. 

b. An active member of another chapter may become af- 
filiated with Beta Chapter by presenting a certificate of 
membershin in sood standing from the secretary of the former 
Chapter, 

: Section 3. An associate member shall be a woman (a) who has at 
one time been qualified fcr active membership, but is no . 
longer actively working in science, or (b) ene who has been 
an active member and wishes to become associate. 

Section 4, An honorary member shall be one whom the organization 
wishes to honor in recognition of specinl achievements in 
science, Honorary members shall have all the privileges 
of the Fraternity except those of voting and holding office. 
They shall not pay dues.
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ARTICLE III, Officers and their election. 

Section 1. The officers of the organization shall be a president, 
a vice-president, a secretary, a treasurer, a liaison officer, 
and a chairman of the program committee. These officers, 
constituting the executive committee of the chapter, shall be 
elected for a term of one year, by the majority of the votes 
cast by the active members of the chapter at the annual meet-— 
ing, with the exception of the liaison officer who shall hold 
office for_an indefinite period. 

ARTICLE IV. Meetings, 

Section 1. There shall be a general meeting at least once a month 
during the academic year, 

Section 2. The annual meeting shall be held in April. 

ARTICLE V. By-laws and amendments. 

Section 1. This organization shall have power to adopt by-laws 
not inconsistent with this constitution. 

Section 2. This constitution may be amended by a three-fourths 
vote of the active members present at any business meeting 
provided a copy of the amendment and notice of this meeting 
shall have been given to every active member of the organiza- 
tion at least one week before the meeting at which the amend- 
ment is to be voted upon. 

BY~LAWS 

ARTICLE I, The officers! duties. 

Section 1, The duties of the president shall be those that 
usually pertain to this office, 

Section 2. The duties of the vice-president shall be: to 
assist the president, to act in her place when she is ab- 
sent, and be chairman of the membership committee. 

Section 3. The duties of the secretary shall be to keep a 
record of all meetings, to supply the treasurer with a list 
of meinbers, and to attend to all correspondence of the 
Chapter other than that pertaining to the office of the 
treasurer, 

Section 4, The duties of the treasurer shall be to attend to all 
the financial affairs of the Chanter and to render an account 
of expenditures whenever called for. 

Section 5.- The liaison officer shall have long-term or permanent 
tenure for the purpose of providing continuity of relations 

_ between the Chapter and the National organization. 

Section 6, The duties of the chairman of the program committee 
shall be to determine the gencral nature of the program and 
arrange for the place of meeting of the Chapter.
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ARTICLE II, Nomination of officers. 

Section 1. A nominating committee of three members, appointed by 
the president, shall present the Chapter with at least two 
tickets giving names of two nominees for each office. Such 
presentation shall be made by the nominating committee at 
the meeting previous to the annual meeting or shall be sub— 
mitted in writing to each active member of the organization 
at least one week before the annual meeting. 

ARTICLE III, Election of members. 

Section 1. The names of women proposed for membership shall be 
submitted to the vice-president »s chairman of the membership 
committce., After investigation by the membership committee 
the names, with recommendations, shall be presented to the 
organization. They shall then be voted upon by the Chapter 
members not less than one week later. The names of the pro- 
posed candidates shall be made known to every active member 

at least three days before the mecting at which they are to 
be voted upon. 

Section 2. Election of members shall be by a closed ballot of at 
least three-fourths of the active members. In case a member 
is unable to be present her sealed ballot may be sent to the 
secretary. 

If one or more negntive votes shall be cast, the candidate in 
question cannot be clected at that meeting. Her name shall 
be referred back to the membership committec which shall make 
further investigation of the case and may receive in confidence 
any information given by those opposing the candidate's elec~ 
tion. The candidate shall then be reported upon and voted 
upon at a meeting not less than one month later and at that 

time three negative votes shall prevent her clection. 

ARTICLE IV. Ducs. 

Section 1. The annual dues shall be $2 for gradunte student mem 
bers ond $3 for other members. 

ARTICLE V. Quorum, 

Section 1. For formal business a quorum shall consist of 50 per 
cent of the active membcrs of the Chaptcr. 

Section 2. At times othcr than tho regular college year all 
busincss pertaining to the Chapter as a whole can be transact- 
ed only by written consent of one-half of the active members 
of. the Chapter. 

ARTICLE VI, Amendments. é 

Section 1. The by-laws may be amended in the same manner as that 
prescribed for the amendment of the constitution.
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ARTICLE VII, Rules of Order, 

Section 1, The rules contained in Roberts! "Revised Rules of 
Order" shall govern the Chapter in all cases to which they 
are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent with 
the by-laws or special rules of order of the Chaptcr.
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ee May 11, 1948 : 

urs, WinniZried Smith, 3 
é ; g Winghaven, 

Z : Re ly 
{wo Rivers, Wisconsin 

: Dear Mrs. Saiths 

: : i om plenaing on bringing my class ia 
Glacial Gevlogy to see tis Forest Bed on Mey 22, eS 

os Qn account of high costs we are iutending to wake the 
trip in e single dey instead of the two deys allowed 

3 : : ee This we hops will bring us to Ivo Grecks 2 
the fercanan aak Sekiaaiig Sin vieik share ¥s 

: intend to cat Lunch at the Stabe Park to the sovth, 
There are 18 ia the group. : ; 

2 : Koy we purk ob your place end vok 
through your yard dowa te the heack? {hat is e much : 

: better route than the old one nlong the shore. 

; " Roping $0 wee you then, < om, 

‘ é g Sincerely, ;
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Winghaven, 
Route #1, 

Two Rivers, Wis. 
October 24, 1947. 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 
41 Roby Road, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

Thank you so very much for the reprint "Recent Stream Intercision", 
which you sent to me. It is indeed most interesting to us. I 
am especially interested in learning about the changes in our F 
property during the past years. As we plant new trees, and in our 
own small way change the place I hope to keep a record of the 
change in wildlife and vegetation (native), 

Fnclosed is a clipping of my column written after your visit. It : 
is not at all scientific, as you can see--no doubt you will find 

many errors in it, but it was the best 1 could do with the information 
: I had on hand. At least, I hope, it will create a little local 

interest in the geological features of this area, 

When we moved here a number of people told me aboui the "petrified 
: forest" along the lake shore. It wasn't until last summer, when the 

water was very high and exposed some of the forest bed, that I 
learned just what the Two Creeks Forest bed was. 

I will be looking forward to your visit next spring, and also 
any future publications you might have on these glacial deposits. ; 

Keeping complete weather records i8salso one of my hobbies. If 
notes on the wind directions and velocities here, 2t Two Creeks, 
can ever be of any use to you ist me know--the records are available. 

: Sincerely yours, 

on 

= nn a ae a we ae



Hove 20, 1947 
Mrs. Winnifred Saith, : 

Winghaven, 
R. 1, : 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin : ‘ = 

I have been wanting to write you for some 
time and thank you for yours of October 24 and the clipping. 
Té is most interestingly written and I do not note any : 

: errors in it. But first the cold whieh I already had 
whea I started on the Gonference got worse and it was ; 3 
soue time before I was myself Then my work at the 
University has been vory exact and the task of looking 

: after three growing boys at home in the evenings dues not . 
; conduce to speed. This evening all but one were gone ow 

_ 80 at Long last I could got to writing this and othor 
lettors. e 3 

. Just the other day I received the air photos 
of northern Manitowoc County which.are a prerequsite to 
the further studies whieh I hope to get et in the summer. 
With thom, even if they are now 10 years old, I can look — . 
for steep stream banks in which more of the Forest Bed 

: - may be exposed. 

: Thanking you again, I em, . : 

_ ‘Sincerely,



Oct. 16, 1947 : 

Mes. Winnifred Sith, : : 

Re iy j 

Tuo Rivors, Yisconsin 

d Dear irs. Smith: 

Just es soon as wo roturned frou the 
| Tri-State Field Conference I Leokod over my papore te see iz 

hed » i ars Dr. ilson on the forest Bed. 
Pa oe hank = Bitres Wdeoue Rowover, I did find 7 
@ sopy of my wife's paper oa the change in tho course of the 

ss ereck whieh £ caclose, I hope you wili find 4% interesting. 
. he Forest Bed is discussed fairly fuliy in the road Log : 

3 whieh ZX gave you. Next sumer I hope to start a study of the : 
: gloeial depocdts of the entire ares. east of Fox River and 

Greon Bay north cf the latitude ef Oshkosh, When tho report on : 
this is published I will repeat the deta on tho Forest Bed, 
Z hope te find cther exposures as it has beon reported in many 
wolls. : : 

I will be up with my cless in Glacial 
Geology sonetine nest Uey and will try te arrive when there is 
more Light. Meantine I will kee: Looking Zor extra copies of - 

3 Wilson's papers. 5 

Thanking you for your kindness, 

| ory truly yoursy
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z Oct. 23, 1947 ae 

Prof. H. T. U. °aith, 
Department of Geology, ; 
University of Kensas, : ; 
Lewrence, Kansas 

Deer Prof. Smith: : 

On June 11 I note thet I promieed you e short discussion 
of the use of eerial photegraphs in glacial geology by Nov. 1 _ } 

I forgot about this for a long time but in cleaning up things 
the other day decided to get at it. %o here it is with illustrations 

; . ‘teken from t he “Qutline". I hope it is all right. “nyhow it is ae 
short. oe 

I am cfraid I have no list of recomended photos for cless — 
use. I not not even heave now available the serial nunbers of those <8 
used for illustrations. I have ao used photcs much on account of the oes 
bother of sterecscores and difficulty in showing the seme to all Cece 
#t oncee i use lantern slides of some without stereo pairs. pee 
Most of those I have published heve also bean single pictures. : 

Just now I am starting on 2 project in northeastern wisconsin 
where mapying will be largely from the photos but it is just begun. 

: ,cubtiess I will learn more about how te do it lester. 

i Hoping I am not too late, 

' : Sincerely, 

p 

: PT, T, thweaites ©



THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

LAWRENCE 

May 29, 1947 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites, 
41 Roby Read, ; 
Madison, Wiss : 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

é I have been asked to aid in organizing an issue ef Photogrammetric 
Engineering to be deveted wholly to geological uses of aerial photos. 
It is desired to have all fields of geology included, and I am wondering 
whether you would care to submit an article on the use of photos in 
research in glacial geologye Phetographic illustrations may be used, 

and I hope that it can be arranged for them to be printed on coated papere 
Thdefmaterial is planned for the December issue, and the final date for 

receiving manuscripts will be Nove l. 

A brief statement on your use of photoes in teaching, together with 

a list of photoes which you recommend for classroom use for studying 
glecial or other features, would be welcomed also, and would be placed, 

: together with others, in a separate part of the issue. 

Belated thanks for the large-scale copy of your map of glacial 
geology of the upper Mississippi Valley. 

I hope that you have found time to continue with your studies on 

quantitative geomorphology, and will be interested in seeing it when you 
have it written up. 

Cordially yours, 2 

Vie iw tt 
H. Te Us Smith 

cy



‘ : : j a 

Tllustretions ; 3 j 

: Stereo pairs Reduce 6 inches to sbout 4} inches { 

ae. Figure 1. Drumlins mede by ice moving north of west. Deposits 

' ‘between drumline are pitted outwash. : 

Bigure 2 Rugged termonal (end) moraine south of flat plain of outwash. 

: : Fizure 3. Sandy outwes h with non=pitted and extrenly pitted phases 

depending on huab-r of ice masses present. Note sandy beds of some of 7 

the lekes and the general mottled appearance of the area. Nerrow ridges - 

of sand betwee n kettles are crevasse fillings. : 

: eure 4 Usker in pladn of clay till. The ridges consists of gravel ‘ 

c end sand. a thet it is not continuous so thet geps ere a perplexing 

problem eithsuth the view from above. _ 

gees) ‘ 

rs é fe 
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a Jane 11, 1947 
Prof. 1%. T. T. Smith, 
Departuent of Geology, / 
Mmiversity of Kansas, 
Lewrence, Kansas : 

Dea Prof. Sutth: 

‘Reply te yours of May 29 was delayed by 
rush of work when school Ist out. 

Twill. be cisd to write a very shar pores : 
on use of aerieh vhotocraphs in clacial mapping. This 
would be simply a rehash of the renarka given in the 1946 

5 edition of my book. Paessibly I could use some of the photos 
given there. However, { em woy behind with well samoles, 5 : 
have a. raper to wore over for the Michigan Academy or mayb e 

: ' @lsewhere if T eovl¢d cet more nrompt publication, to say 
nothine of working w illustretions for the geomorphology 
courses, “erties sll thts X have asked fimis for photos 
in orier te commlete a slaeia! survey of northeastern 
Wisooncin oe. & of the ares, ceveribed before. 

Although I find acrfal photos of inestimable 
value in research J am fradid that the bother of using ‘ 
stereoscones has made me neglect them with large classes. 
In Glacial I alwave pet mech stress on field trips and 
etili. deo, When offered the rhotes afterward few leoked at 
thom. 

I take 24 mamusertpt should be sent you. 
: Best regards, : 

Sincerely,



USS OF ABRIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IM GLACIAL GsoLOgr = eS 
‘Be Be Uhmeites, Univernity of Wisconsin So 

Tu mopping the deposits Lefts by continaital glasivrs topogrphis fom 

fe 8 vory inportant oriterdens Jor thia reason gferich photographs are 
gf dmmonse valus to the field geologists Galy An vertiesh eesial photos 

, grephe mey o12 skdes of 6 hill bo oxamived st once, This ability makes 

she discrimination of druntias, which are defined in ter of their 2 

. streanlined fom, possible in circunstaaces where grouid observation 4s 
sb aiiy Sete es ecient Galina i 

ee in direction of ice movenent across sn aree. of drumlins is most sonfucing ; 

en the gromd but is as clea from the air as it is an the best comtour 

: nee ‘There ie no axeuse with photographs for tho confusing of drains 
With imebs ef e terninal, wmeraine us has eften been dois in the past, 

: particularly in heavily forest serrance thar ooss0a errors of tp past 

include mistaking af gullied arcas ani highly pitied outunsh for true _ 
-torminel (oni) moveiues Figure 2 shows a typical rough terainal moraine 

with associated plain of sand and gravel outwash on the right (north). ~ 

View fron above disclose that the details of the topography ‘of many 

~ moreines are not entirely without system. Ever in this apparently ; 

lawless confusion of knobs and hollows there are many ridges parallel te : 

| the fice front. Lekes in terminal moraine are irregulsr in outline with 
few sandy benches and contain many bouldery islesdss Outwash deposits which 

contained meny residue) ice masses (Fig. 3) have been mistaken for moraines 

in meny ground cabtine. From above the sandy soil photographs in light tints 

and the many rounded kettles conteining lekes and usrshes give the landscape 

: a mottled eppearance. The exaaplo shown displuys a cultivated ares which 

is eluest free fron kett los es woll as a district where the ice messes lay 

a0 clese together that the only outwash consists of nerrow ridges often : 

: termed crevasse fillings. When it is necessary to wap an esker or ridge Sale | 

. _ of sand or gravel outside of an iene deposit the value ef vertial eeriel s 

- Ps ee : 2 : ; : : = i.



Thvaites, 2 - 

photographs is prehaps greater than in any other appitectdion te glecial ; 

: : geology. When an osker appears to end within ea cedar cig the photograph 

provides 2 finel answer to ths old conundrum of whether or not there is 

‘another section of the esker and, if so, in whet direction does it lie? 

--Cfigs 4). Photographs alse aid in many other etches of the subject 

which sre not illustrated here. Among these may be mentioned discriaization 

4 of thinly drift-covered rock hills, shore lines and depoits of glecial lakes, 

erosion forms produced by gleciael waters in meny locelities before ali the 

buried ice masees had melted to leave kettles, as well as the send dunes of 

: both outwash plains, lake shores, and leke bottoms. Many photographs : 

. display curious soil ‘wettling which is comuonly not visible on the ground. 

aa : x some cases the long-ebendoned courses of gizcial streams are obvious in 

ie the picture because the soil holds more moisture in old stream bede then | 

under edjeceit higher areee. : é 

j In making maps froa the photographs e« atereecenyarator is most 

= desibable partiularly if elevation data is desired and ground elevtions 

wane already been determined. auch inforuction can be sketehed directly 

: : - from the pictures . Im ereas covered by « reasonably reliable public | 

lend survey t he photographic date can be adjusted to fit section lines ; 

= without need for redial line ground control. 

The photographs were supplied by tie iseutets Highwey Uslsslen fron 

z Departuent of Agriculture surveys. All are frow northeestern “iseonsin 

: and have been previously publisned in the "Outline of Slacial “eology" 

by the present writer. : 

: : ae



Shustara boas é ae 
RUSSELL S. KNAPPEN =— 

a Sees : UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 
EAeoioa tos @ DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY ‘ 

: i a & LAWRENCE 
ee . Feb. 27,1923. : 

© 

Mr. Fred Thwaites, 

“Madison, Wisconsin. : 
ee 

Dear Fred ; " 

I received the outline of your course in topographic mapping 

“ and I wish to thank you very much for it. It is of considerable help to 

me. The course which I am offering is for two hours and like your course 

is for undergraduates. I should like to have three hours at least. During 

the first semester,I have an advanced course,Geologic Methods, for grad- 

uates. This is a five hour course. In my course this semester I have 11 ‘ 

students. Tester gave this course a year ago. I am surprised that you 4 

don't have nore students demanding the work. I am sure that I should have a 

liked to haveathe training while at Wisconsin had such a course been given.—— 

Probably sufficient publicity is hot given to the course. I feel that 5; 

a course in topographic mapping is of prime importance. How about chang- = 

ing the name of the course ? We call it Field Geology and don't emphasize = 

the topographic mapping part. We try to develop the use of the instruments 

as applied to geologic mapping rather than to topography. Perhaps the 
at Wisconsin ( especially since they are hard rock geol.) 

students/would be more interested /| if your course were presented from that ~ — 

view point. I should like to see that course at Wis. and I know that 

you can surely give them the dope. 

Yes,I should like to see your outline for glacial geology . I am 

not téaching any glacial geology. Couldn't get by with it here where every- 

thing is “oil". I am interested in that particul ar field,nevertheless. 

I should like to be at some univessity where I could do work along those 

lines. Don't neéd a good man at Wisconsin,do you ? 

Just hear Z : : a@ to day that Martin got married. Regards to your mother. 

WALA. | 
a == asia 

= : Se
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THE GULE COMPANIES “ 

GUEPREFIMING COOFLA. SS Sates eee ae eee oe 
GYPSY Om COMPANY PANAMA GULF OIL COMPANY 
See COMPANY FRICK BUILDING ANNEX Se ee 

PITTSBURGH, PA. 

a sy 
June 18, 1927. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am sorry that I failed to see you before I left Madison. z 

had fully intended to get up to Science Hall Sunday afternoon, but sev- 

eral things intervened, and I just didn't. Now I am keeping my promise 

to myself to send you a note from here. 

The work Mr. Heald is giving me to do is very interesting, 

and I am enjoying that part of things very much. Pittsburg I don't think 

very much of, but perhaps I shall get used to it. It is all that it is 

described, and more. I never saw so much dirt in all the rest of my life. 

I had a letter from Margaret yesterday, telling me of your 

offer concerning my exam. It is very kind of you, but I think that I 

shall let things stand as they are, Wheh I come back to Madison for my 

Ph.D. I shall take the trip with you, and the exam. I shall need a lit- 

tle review then, I imagine. I havn't any of my books with me, and the 

detail of glacial geology would need considerable rexiew before I could 

keep up with the geherous mark which you gave me. However, I thank you 

very much. 

Please give my best to Koplin. I hope that the work is start- 

ing out nicely, and keeps on that way. 

Sincerely, 

th, l 536 South Graham St. he? (Aha Olemn 

ee
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PHONE: GIFFORD 2882 7 

DIAL NO, 6-5885 Lt i Sy 

——~ sort WATER SERVICE 
SOFT WATER SUPPLY COMPANY 

555 West Mifflin Street 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

May 20, 19,8 

F, = Thwaites 

1 Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

Constant increases in the cost of materials, maintenance and 

labor make it necessary for us to make a slight increase in 

ServiSoft service charges. We have postponed taking this step 

as long as possible, but the situation shows no signs of 

changing. 

Effective July lst, the monthly charge for your service will 

be $4.75 net. 

This change for ServiSoft service is well below the nation- 

wide average. In fact the Madison rate has always been one 

of the lowest in the United States. 

You are truly getting a constant supply of soft water at the ~ 

lowest possible price via ServiSoft. 

Very truly yours, 

SOFT WATER SUPPLY CO. 

President 

P.S. For your convenience if you care to pay either six 

months or a year in advance, we will again allow an 

extra 4% discount from the net amount, 

Enjoy Soft Water the Modern Way e AtaLowCost e Without any Work or Investment



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

THE SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY 

LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 

’ June 15, 1949 

Professor Fredrik T. Thwaites 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I wish to thank you for sending me your 

revrint, "Geomorphology of the Basin of Lake Michigan," 
from Papers of the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts, 
and Letters. 

Sincerely yours, 

Francis P. Shevard 
Fes:Y



213 N. 75th Street 
Milwaukee 13, Wisconsin 
January 6, 1949 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites, 

I am very sorry to have had to delay notifying 
you of the date, time and place for my preliminary 
examination, but I had to wait for a reply from one 
of the other committee members concerning his accept= 
ance. : 

Since January 15th seemed satisfactory +o all of 
the members of the examining committee, I think that 
that date will be set. Also, 10:00 a.m. seemed to be 
most convenient for all concerned, and the place will : 
be Dr. Fassett's office, room 201, Biology Building. 

I hope that this short notice will not be too incon- 
venient, but if it interferes with any of your plans, 
will you kindly notify Dr. Fassett, and probably another 
date may be scheduled. Thank you very much for your 
kind cooperation. 

Sincerely, - 

(4a. 
Peter Salamun 

P. S. I overheard that Hobbs seems to have some new idea 
on glaciation. I would appreciate hearing about it from 
you some time.
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P.O. Box 1249 

HOUSTON), TEXAS) 
LEONARD W. ORYNSKI 
CONSULTING GEOLOGIST 

December 10, 198 

AIR MAIL 

Professor F, T, Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Mr. George W. Starke has applied for a 
position in the Geological Department of our Company and has 
furnished you as a reference. 

There is a possibility we may be able 
to use the services of Mr. Starke as a Geologist, doing ele- 
mentary subsurface geological and stratigraphic work over por- 
tions of Texas and New Mexico. 

We will appreciate it very much if you 
will advise us at your earliest convenience what you know of 
the character, education and general fitness of Mr. Starke for 
the assignment we have in mind, 

Thanking you kindly, we are 

Yours very truly, ‘ 

ZA gee 

LGL:bj 
‘
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December 14, 1946 

Mr, I. W. Orynek’ 
Consulting Geologist 

; Standard Oil Company of Texas 
P, 0, Box 1249 
Houston 1, Texas 

Dear Mr, Ornyskis 

In reply to yours of the LOth, Mr. Goorge ¥. Starke 

was in my class in Mapping in 1947 where he made a good record, 

He has been working on a thesis, tresing zones in a formation 

which was almost totally unknown before, Although under the 

direction of Professor Cline, I have been keeping track of his 

results because it leans upon my subsurface studies. I feel 

that Starke has done an excellent piece of work so far. 

So far as general ability, industry and personal : 

qualities, I recommend Starke very highly. 

Very truly yours, 

PF, @. Thwaites 
FT: cah



april 6, 1949 : 

Mr. George 1. smith, — 
Cserge ¥. Snith end Co., S 

: : Mglwenkee 2, viseonsin : ; 

Dear ir, smith; 

_ J wish te thenk you for vours of the 
first esking me to ques at plivaulee during the first Es 
week of June, fT woulé be cist to do this mt ib - 

g haypene that the Cate te the tart week of school when 
s Pinel exaninations are begimming. Sesend, most of the 

vor on cround veters hac been turned over to Dr. Prank 
_-*Feley of the Greunt water Bivielon eo? the Dp. 8. Geo- ; 

: losiea, Survey. dince they etarted wo fT have confined : 
> ty efforts to geolosy since thers hevc the equinment to : 

care ‘take eave of tha engineering acpscts for which T a4d not 
“ here tins. Y would, thercfore. eppreaiote it if you 

. _ eonld try te cot DY. foley to talk instead. 

: sincerely yours, 

: : ; j



: Phones: Daly 4174 COMPRESSORS 
Hilltop 1873 Slee 
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Power BIRD-WHITE 
Rotary DISTRIBUTORS FOR Air Pur-O-Fiers 

Vee WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHINERY CORP. on uae 
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See DIESEL MEX NSA NVA IGRHX SKINNER SPRINKLER 
5.50 HP. MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN SOO for 

ATLAS IMPERIAL ae Cemetery and 
see “A COMPLETE WELL AND PUMP SERVICE” Se Soe 

Irrigation 50-150 H.P. April i 1949 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Geological Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Thwaites: 

I have just been contected by Mr. D. J. McGowan, chairman 
of the Speakers Committee of the Wisconsin Power Conference 

which is holding its annual convention in Milwaukee under 
dates of _ 2, 3 and 4 at the Schroeder Hotel. 

is Wid Wy + L dat, 

This conf Hae is made up of the power plant engineers, 
plant superintendents, material supply men of the industrial 
plants in the State of Wisconsin, and the convention is put 
on under the auspices of the Associate Engineers and Supplymen 
who are the suppliers of various Wisconsin industries in the 
power plant and processing field. 

Inasmuch as I am in the water supply business and as I have 
had contact with you in the past on different well problems 
throughout the state, I was asked if I knew of anyone who 
would be willing to present a paper or lecture to the 
power plant engineers of Wisconsin at this conference 
in a discussion of well water supply and its relationship 
to Wisconsin industries, also to discuss the effects of 
the lowering of water tables in Wisconsin on the operation 
of power plants, in particular. : 

Knowing as 1 have over the past twenty years that you have 
spent a great deal of time and effort in the study of 
Wisconsin water tables and that you have at your finger 
tips an intimate knowledge of all the rock formations and 
mineral characteristics that would be encountered in 
underground water formations in this area, 1 suggested 
that you would be a good man to present such a paper 
to this conference, and so I have been asked if I would 
contact you to see whether or not we could persyade you 
to talk on any one of the three days indicated here, 
namely, June 2, 3 and 4.



‘ s Page 2 April 1, 1949 

Professor F. G. Thwaites 

This conference includes the men who have to use well water ¢72 
ee@ boilers and treat such water for boiler operation, and I 
believe are the group of men who probably are more intimately 
interested in the problem of water supply for industrial 
applications than any other group in the State of Wisconsin, 
outside of municipalities, even more so than the well drillers. 

The answers we would like to have from you are as follows: 

1. Would you be willing to present us such a paper of 
thirty minutes to one hour in length. 

2. What fee would you be asking to present such a paper. 
You would be assured of expenses under any conditions 

. dn addition to your fee. 

3. What particular day would best suit your needs if it 
could be arranged. 

We would appreciate your consideration if you could give 
us an enswer to the above questions at your earliest 
convenience. 

: Thanking you for your further consideration, we are 

Yours very truly, 

GEORGE L. SMITH & COMPANY 

Sales Manager 

GLSmi th: emh



gene 15, 1949 2 ee 

State Industrial cComiesion, 2 : : 
State office pullding, 3 

Z ladison 3, wiseongin, 

: Gentlemens 

As J think working in the wisconsin 
Rigwry Commiewion during the present summer will : 

: help my son, Thomas f. Thwaites, in hie tiversity : . 
wer: next year, I hope you will find it poseibie 

'  $@ Lame a permit for him to de this. : 

; Yours very truly, . 

Sic =< g NG 

rrr Fy. 7. Thwaites 

: = = 7 = ieee - eae = 

; ¢= eat tre a 3 ea ee ee
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Winghaven, - 
Route #1, 

Two Rivers, Wis., £ 

May 16, 1948. : 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, : 
41 Roby Road, 

Madison 5, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

: I was very disappointed to learn that May 22nd is the date you plan 
on visiting the Forest Bed. JI am taking my group of 4H youngsters on 
a field trip up to Ellison Bay to see my friend Jens Jensen, on that 
date. So sorry to miss seeing you. 

You may park in our yard. Perhaps you would find it even more convenient ‘ 
to park over in our barn driveway and then cross the field in front of the 
barn and go down the little psth that leads to the "stream recession" 
opening. ‘ 

The exposed portions of the Forest Bed have been covered somewhat by 
the crumbling banks, this spring. I wish you could have visited us late 
last fall after a particularly severe south east wind. The entire bank 
on our property showed evidences of the Forest Red. Perhaps + should have 
written and told you about it at the time--but the weather wasn't very nice 
for a field trip. The best place to see the exposed portions at the present 
time, is south of our property, on the higher banks. 

T hope you have a fine day for the trip (incidentally I also wish for a 
nice day for our own group). Again, I’m sorry I won't be able to see you 
at this time. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. I had hoped thet someti™e whan you come up this way that Joe Hickey . 

would be able to come with you. However, now that he will have to take 

over all of Proféssorrieapold's classes he ppobably couldn't get away, j 

anyway. \ 

ne. 

. 2 ie gif Re eae



Vinghewen, Route #4 
Two Rivers, Wis, 

Desy Mre, Snithe 

We sre coming up this Saturday, May 7 and there will 

de shout 31 in the party, We would like to go down te the deash 

Best regaris, 

P, T, Thwattes



april 14, 1949 - 

: Sears, Roelmel end Company, : 
é 225 South Homan svere, : 
; Chieres 7, Tiiinots. : 

Gentlemens : 

: : Tom returaine one & white cocke 
S6PIVLG, sige 12 st $28.19 -n4 weighing 2 nounls, ts 
4 ouaces an@ an ordering In their clases : 

BBMI77G, 22 peire,white, sire 12, at $3.30, 2 pounds 4 om. ; 

~ 3,20 j ghedk: for $2,186 - 
; 3,19 geera check ,06 : : 

= senrs rook ale 
L? pestare Tetel . 

Thanking Fou for your cttention, 
T an : ? i ; 

Youre very traly, 

He Pe Te Guredtes. : :



December 17, 1948 

: Dear Hrs, schmitt; 

wae very pleased to receive your cna 3 > 
stating that you were taking 2 veestion thie j : 2 
winter. Wred ac¢ T erent a eoumle of days in 

‘Guba oa aur welfing trip, we ten an ante trip : 
aeress the ieient to avtabana on the corth roast. : 

4 We wore forturats enouvh to star on the boat S 
while wo este in vort, After we went through the g 

mibiie marreat, we were very ciad te be able to go 
beck to the Tmited Profit boat for our meeis. 
Y hope wr. senmitt was a ble to est some calor pie= 
tures of the bouralnvilles on Yorre Gnstie. no 
the ventare till try te sell you beste? | 

vy slater snd wy father are starting on : 
a trip to Cattfornia tedey, wer family will return - 
by train ané my fother intende to spend about a i 

: nonth there, : = 

fhic fall T Hed a seansl to the 1943 onera 
tion and effht more Yeroys. so far I seen to be 

getting along very well. : j : 

with bast wiehee for the holiday season, ; 
we are : 

Sincerely, : 

ie Se 3 

. 

< 3 S : : : a . 3 = ae
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MADISON 5, WISCONSIN Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Department of Geology, 
VICE PRESIDENT a a 14 

MRS. WINNIFRED SMITH Madison 6, Wis. 
WINGHAVEN, ROUTE 1 
TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 5 z 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

SECRETARY 2 i “ 
MISS MARY DONALD Thank you so tery much for the Two Creeks Forest Bed articie. 

\ONT LANE + > : 1 : : 

MLWauKee Tt, wisconsin =» I. heve been slow in telling you how much I apprecieted it, but 
last minute details for the convention have kept this typewriter 

‘TREASURER far too busy. 
HAROLD C. WILSON 
EPHRAIM, WISCONSIN 

Our programs aren't quite as elaborate as I had planned at first, 

camer so I couldn't use the article in them. However, I plan to read 
cee at least part of it at the meeting before we go out to the Field 
MADISON 5, WISCONSIN Trip on Saturday morning, anc people well know what they will be 

looking at. 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

Rome wacoen Twill send you a program the middle part of the week, when they 

get to me. You will find your name listed as conducting a visit 

ASSISTANT EDITOR to the Two Creeks Forest Bed. I changed the time for the visit 

ARS eli Re MERCER to Winghaven to 10;50 to Noon, on Saturday, with the hope that 

you and your class will be here about the same time our members 
REN mENOHPS come to Winghavan to see the planting demonstration. I ho, e that 

HOWARD F. YOUNG - + : 1 : 
2205 CHAMBERLAIN AVENUE is all right with you. 
‘MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

: The past two warm days are encouraging. I was begmnning to 
ENDOWMENT: so : a 1 3 2 

J. HARWOOD EVANS wonder if spring would ever come--end whether we'd have ice on 

Cog weceen the lake shore on May 6th3! Our pond still has ice on it-- 
about three weeks later than usual. There is quite a good 

EDUCATION AND PUBLICITY exposues of the Forest Bed right at the creek opening, at 
MRS. F. L. LARKIN present--in other places the falling banks have covered it. 
$333 NORTH IDLEWILD AVENUE = 
‘MILWAUKEE: 11, WISCONSIN: 

Wetll be looking foward to seeing you the 6th of May. Our 

LEGAL COUNSEL members will be having luncheon on that dey right at Point é 

tie west prospect avewe Beach—-reservations for this meal are being teken--$1.00 per 
APPLETON, WISCONSIN ie + = = 244 al ~ 

plate. No doubt that's more than your class will want to pay 

for lunch, but there will be sandwishes available at the perk 
LIBRARIAN 25 : : = - 

GILBERT H. DOANE too. Perhaps your groups, would like to join us at that time. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN LIBRARY 
MADISON 6, WISCONSIN. s 

My best regards, 

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN e . 

MISS ELLEN HOFFMAN 
. 

1319 WEST DAYTON STREET COtnle 
MADISON 5, WISCONSIN



May 10, 1950 

Mire, Winifred Smith 
Winghaven, RAL 
Two Rivers, Wis, 

Dear Mys, Smiths 

I neglected in the excitement of the mesting and the “ 

marricane last Saturday to tell you thet I expect to visit the 

Forest Bed thie coming Saturdsy along with a party led by 

Pyof, Judson, We should be there some time in the morning, 

probably toward noon, as we are to spend the night at Appleton, 

and would Like to go down through your yard, 

Sincerely yours, 

F, T, Thvaites 

PRTya0 

Ax



February 9, 1950 

Mrs, Winnifred Saith 
Vinghaven, R41 
Two Rivers, Wis, 

Dear Mrs, Smith: 

tn reply to yours of the 6th it seems very probable that we 
w5ll 0¢ making the Iwo Rivers trip on May 6 so that I can talk te your 
géroup, However, it is impossible to get to your place before 1) A,M, 
and even that involves leaving here at 5 4,M, ‘The class is larger than 
last year and every one more increases the difficulty of getting started, 

: Me Weget Se etatee wp Vee Pasert Sut 5 wit, 90 ee Oe 
my hend st it although as I recali it you hed a very good account ef your 
om, My eyes have beon bad recently due to a cold, and I have had te go 
Slow on evening work, but I hope that will be over before long, Dr, 
Wilson collected some specimens of wood last swuner for age determination 
by the amount of Carbon 14 ¢r waiio-sctive carbon, Tesults wers less 
then anticipsted but sre still being checked and meantime they de not 

want the results announced, However, they are in line with some of my 
earlier estimates, 

Best regards, 

P, t, Theaites 

Frac



THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS : 

5s DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

LAWRENCE 

Dec. 4, 1948 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites, : 
41 Roby Road, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Thwaites: = 

I am finally back again at the M3. on periglacial features in the 
Driftless Area, and expect to finish it within the month. I find that 
there is one point on which I do not have adequate informtion, and wonder 
whether you might be able to help me. It has to do with the relations of 
the Devils Lake talus to the fluvieglacial deposits at the south end of the 
lake. I note that in one of your writings you mention sags in the sediments 
due to subsidence into openings in the talus. I infer that this means that 
the talus antedates the latest fluviogdecial deposits, and also that there 

was little addition to the talus after deposition of the latter. I am 
wondering whether there are enough well records in the vicinity to give 
much additional information about these relations, or about the subsurface 

extent and profile of the talus, or about any pre-talus deposits. 

While in the area, I recall seeing a contour map of the lake bottom 

at the Wisconsin Civil Engineering camp. Do you know how I could get a 
copy of that map? j 

I hope that you find time to continue your studies on quantitative 
geomorphology, and am looking forward with interest to seeing your 
results. 

I would be interested also in hearing how my former colleague Laudon 
is making out in your department. 

My ideas about periglacial phenomena have undergone considerable 
refinement since doing field work in the Driftless Area, and I wish now 

that I could go back and look for more things than I found in the time 
: available then. But no doubt others will carry on from where I left off. 

Cordially yours, 

ATU
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December 8, 1943 

Prof, H,1,U, Smith 
D tment of Geology 

University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 

Dear Professor Smith: 

In reply to yours of the 4, you are right about : 
the sags in the lake sediments above the talus at 
Devils Lake, The “Alaskan grotto", where cold air 
comes out of the rocks all summe?, is one. The well 
at the shelter house appears to hit the talus at 
depth 285. This is less than 350 feet from the foot 
of the talus, The well at CCC camp to east is about 
400 feet from the talus and hits quartzite at depts 
337. Material is all till and delta gravels. We 
recommended a test hole in the center of the valley 
and contract has been let. We are taking a chance 
on pre-lake outwash under the lake sediments, There 
is a contour map of Devils Lake in Wisconsin Geological 
Survey Bulletin, 27, pe 32. 1 was surveyed by me, 
and it is so stated on p, viii. 

Laudon seems to be well liked here, but I have 
not yet had any contact with his students. 

May I add that I am sure that most, if not all, : 
“rock streams" are not periglacial. ‘They are modern 
concentrates of a residual mantle which might itself 
be periglacial. 

The geomorphology project is now suspended in 
favor of glacial mapping in northeastern Wisconsin, 

Sincerely, 

¥, T. Thwaites



Jamary 6, 1950 

wig. Tenaya Soon | 
Mount Holyoke College 
S. Hadley, Massachusetts 

Dear Miss Mead: 

Mr. Thwaites has asked me to drop you a note in reply to your : 

letter of January 3. ° 

The staff at the present time is debating eo departmental require- 

ment for the master's degree. It is probable thet no change will be made. 

At the present time we require field training equivalent to our Gourse 

Geology 124. The remainder of your seuelanations are arranged between you 

end your major professor,-- in your case that will be Mr. Thwaites. 

Mr. Thweites will correspond with you directly on the details. 

Sincerely, 

R. C. Emmons : 
Chairman és 

"3 

ec Mr. Thwaites * 

#



i Jenuary 6, 1950 

Prof, H, T, U, Smith 
Department of Geology 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 

Dear Prof, Smith: 

In reply to yours of December 27, I am enclosing my notes 

on geomorphology, You will note that some of this year's supplements 

no longer agree with the text even if that is only three years old, 

The Kansans here seem to be arousing much more interest in 

geology then did the previous administration, Anyhow my class in 

Mapping is many times the size it used to be, 

Thank you for the reprint of your recent paper, 

With best regards, S 

Sincerely yours, 

PF, T, Thwaites 

FTTsae



THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

LAWRENCE 

Dec. 27, 1949 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites, 
41 Roby Rd., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I'm teaching geomorphology again next semester, and am interested in 
introducing as much of the quantitative approach as possible. I understand 
that you now have some of your ideas out in mimeographed form, and if a 
copy of same is available, would greatly appreciate receiving one. I would 
expect, of course, to reimburse you for the cost of reproduction. 

How are our Kansas boys doing at Wisconsin? I hope that all of them 
get to take your courses, and have suggested that to them before they left 
here. 

With season's greetings, 
¢
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Lessor — SOFT WATER SUPPLY CO., INC., OF MADISON 
= % “ ; ~ 7/78 

Li@SS€ 6A reap neh nected bec CE aN wat hee tensa ner sche cen te  ecetn pentn otatnn ror ec¥onseenrosnennthteenews tbls ov vsuasesn=oeesanenscasmarchene 
v ; Name billing address Phone 

installation address f Phone 

Size Family... 42... Previous: Supplyc... SQ 204.2200 ans sccecnstoceatcescoseone LOOP DPA ce entaenns | SHOWED sseesscnecarmecs 

Home Wasser... 8... CON. Sott Outlets VL Farce ceretierecee are edie ee ee 

The Lessor will supply and install__....“Servisoft” Water Softening Unit subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter stated: 

1. The Lessor will service the equipment at regular intervals sufficient to insure the Lessee a minimum Of eee 
gallons of soft water per month. 

2. The Lessor will make all necessary repairs and replacements to the softening unit excepting repairs and replacements neces- 
sitated by damages caused by others than the Lessor’s employees. 

3. The Lessor will upon request by the Lessee reinstall equipment without further installation charge at a new address of the 
Lessee, provided such change is not made more than twice during the life of this agreement. 

4. If this contract is cancelled either by the Lessor or Lessee, the Lessor will at its own expense remove its equipment and make 
the connection necessitated thereby. 

5. The Lessee agrees to pay $..04...05c........ for the installation which shall include a run of not more than 12 feet of pipe. 

6. The Lessee agrees to pay service charges of $n a month in advance. Service charges will be billed in advance on the 
first day of each month and will be due on or before the tenth day of each month, Charges paid by the tenth of each month will be sub- 
ject to a net discount of 25 cents. On accounts thirty days in arrears, the Lessor may at his election, without demand or notice, cease to 
service said Equipment or may take possession of same and the Lessee agrees that for this purpose the Lessor may enter upon the 
premises and remove the Equipment. 

7. At the request of the Lessee, service will be discontinued for periods of not less than one month and not exceeding a total of 
six months in any calendar year, in which case the charge during the period of non-service shall be one dollar per month. 

8. The Lessee agrees that the title and right of possession shall be vested in the Lessor and that the Equipment will not, without 
the consent of the Lessor, be removed from the place where it was originally installed and that reasonable care will be given it. 

9. The Lessee may cancel this contract at any time, but such cancellation will not relieve him from the obligation to pay all 
charges then due. 

10. The term of this contract is one year from the date thereof and it will be automatically renewed from year to year thereafter 
unless written notice to the contrary is given by either party to the other 30 days prior to any expiration date. 

SERENA SS eae eee 

SS coi ch tt ecco a ae aac ae 

TREC VC RE a ac mS POI Oe ee 

SOFT WATER*SUPPLY CO., INC, OF MADISON 

Dates en DS a eS ed Se 

: CONSENT OF OWNER ri 

SURG: ase eraicertenl cyt erg EEC cc Sac vem Naeem enter ccna nena eae ROSE OIA ee 

agent of the premises herein above described where the equipment specified above is to be installed under the terms of the above agree- 
ment, and the undersigned hereby consents to such installation and agrees that the equipment shall retain its character as personal 
property regardless of how said equipment may be affixed to said premises and consents and agrees that said equipment may be re- 
moved from said premises without objection from the undersigned and the undersigned hereby waives any right to insist that said 
equipment shall be considered as part of the real estate at the premises described on the above. 

Signature of Owner or Agent... sJ.1 32 ~. Se ae Se
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